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Message from the President

As Tim Heald, my illustrious predecessor,

foretold, it has been a delight to be President of

the Society.  Most worthwhile positions involve

making decisions that can cause upset, even hurt, but all

those difficulties were solved by brave Presidents in the last

decade.  As a result, the Society has flourished mightily and

fulfilled its rôle in bringing people together for the good of

the School.  As the School has strengthened noticeably,

under the leadership of Simon Eliot and his team, so has the

Society under John Harden and Janey Goddard and the

dynamic Committee, led outstandingly well by Hugh Archer.

John and Janey’s welcome is now legendary and it is

matched by their organisation, insight and enthusiasm.  No

wonder all OS gatherings are so successful and there were

none better this year than on OS Day in May.

Two aspects of such gatherings stand out. First, that so

many wives and friends come and enjoy the parties.  What

a difference their presence makes.  Secondly, the quality of

the food and wine has been outstanding. The Catering

Manager, Adrian Williams, and his team, have given us meals

worthy of a top London restaurant and we have felt no

guilt, as the boys are equally well fed. 

Most of you who have

come back enjoyed your

time at school. But I have

been struck by some who

have returned many years

later, those who swore

never to set foot in the

Courts again. Invariably

they have commented on

the warmth in the

atmosphere and the

hospitality, and they have

recognised how the rigour

and limitations of the past

have given way to civilisation and opportunities for

everyone. They also recognise the beauty of the place

which over five years works into the spinal column of most

boys.  If you have the time, do visit the Old School Room,

known to many as the School House Dining Room, or Hall,

as Mr Gourlay describes it in his most admirable History.

For two hundred years this was the main teaching room of

the School.  How anyone learnt anything there, crammed in

with two or three teachers and six forms of 12-15 boys,

defies belief.  Today it has been returned to 1606 splendour

but with 21st century under-floor heating. The Jacobean

architect could never have dreamt, that 450 years later, his

beautiful building would be ideal for Old Shirburnian parties.

Meanwhile, the future is, as always, uncertain and changes

beckon. All independent schools face major decisions: the

need to widen their entry, new academic courses and

questions of partnership with the State sector, quite apart

from the priority for the School to go on getting better and

better. Whatever developments may bring, your Society

will be giving of its very best, especially with Charles

Collingwood, actor, broadcaster and entertainer

extraordinaire as your new President.  I am so pleased he

has accepted the invitation to lead and look after the

Society and ‘set the weather fair.’

From the Chairman

The Office has been dealing with an ever-increasing volume of daily business, a

result of the greater involvement of more and more OS – a very healthy state

of affairs. One of the main aims of the Society has been to introduce new

venues for OS events. These have been well supported by OS, who have previously

been unable to attend for logistical reasons. Another new initiative, following requests

from parents of OS, has been to keep them informed of all OS and School activities

through the various publications and website awareness. Thank you to the many who

have contributed news, ideas, comments or results for the website, which is being

accessed by a wider audience, and is full of interesting and useful information.

The OSS Committee has continued to look after our affairs and I thank all its members

for their time and contributions, especially Mike Rearden who retires after over twelve

years as Honorary Treasurer.  He has not only kept an eye on, moved and controlled

our monies for the benefit of the Society, but has also quietly and efficiently handled

all applications for OS bursaries, which have helped so many. In his place we welcome

Robin Brown (g 61-66) who has enjoyed a successful banking and accounting career.

The financial requirements of the OSS office are met as far as possible by the Society’s

funds, but they are now also subsidised substantially by the School. This has enabled

the office to be able to cope with all the new demands, and we are very grateful to

the School for their support.

On behalf of us all, I would like to thank our President, Richard Morgan, the Governors

and the Headmaster, and record our special gratitude to our indefatigable and cheerful

Secretary, John Harden, so ably assisted by Janey Goddard, who run our office so

efficiently and smoothly and who are directly responsible for organising all the

enjoyable OS events. Hugh Archer (c & m 61-66)

From the Headmaster

Every year we hear and read about the improvements in public examination

results in the UK and every year the debate over standards is replayed in the

national press. Was I alone in thinking that in August 2006 there was rather

less coverage of the A level league tables in many newspapers?

The relative devaluation of the examination currency and the steadily increasing

adoption of international assessments such as the IB and IGCSE, have made the tables

less appropriate as objective measures of success. Anyone who knows anything about

schools will quickly point to the one-dimensional nature of performance tables which

base themselves exclusively on examination results. And yet, of course, such measures

are also important. At Sherborne, we believe that we need to do what we can in

helping our pupils to achieve the best grades possible because they are the tickets to

take them on to the next stage, and usually to university. Throughout the academic

year 2005/6 we encouraged the then Upper Sixth to aspire to individual grade targets

which often exceeded predictions and this new approach helped to encourage easily

the best ever overall A level performance in 2006.  83% of all grades were at A or B

and Sherborne went back into the top 100 Independent Schools in the Daily Telegraph

league table. Only weeks later, the new academic year opened with a refashioned

timetable and structure of the week based primarily upon academic activities and

societies; a more rational shape of the week has emerged.

Since then we have been authorised by the IBO, alongside Sherborne School for Girls,

as a World International Baccalaureate School to begin our courses for a minority of

Lower Sixth formers in September 2007. The majority will still pursue A levels

although these are about to undergo yet more changes imposed by the Government.

All this is very exciting and, along with many other current changes in structure and

approach, takes Sherborne further along the road of academic progress. It is important,

therefore, that we do not lose sight of our duty to educate the whole person and to

go way beyond the somewhat narrow outlines of a 21st century academic education.

As the parent of a 2006 leaver, who achieved BBC grades and thereby exceeded his

personal expectations, recently wrote: ‘Please continue with the ethos that delivered

the success at the expense of the one system of measurement that is universally

adopted. Please stand firm because I believe it is the rounded individual you deliver

that will succeed in this increasingly confused world’.  And so say all of us.
Simon Eliot
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The year of 2006 was one of transition within the OSS Office.

With your Secretary now contracted on a nearly full-time basis

and with Janey Goddard working solely for the Society, it is

now possible to implement many of the initiatives which seem to have

spent an eternity sitting in the ‘great idea, when we’ve got time’ folder.

The 2007 calendar of OS events (see page 24) is at a far more advanced

stage than in previous years and several 2008 events have already been

pencilled in.  A two-year calendar should be in place early in 2007.

The reason that we have been able to increase the variety and number

of OS events is purely due to the infectious enthusiasm of OS who

have attended. These are recalled elsewhere in this record. May I thank

all of you who came to these during the last year.

One of the areas where we will be concentrating more of our attention

will be on the careers network which, although enjoying several

success stories, needs to be more efficient and effective. We will be

working with the Careers Department and the Foundation to improve

this service. The first priority will be to make the boys more aware of

what we are offering, e.g. putting Shirburnians in touch with OS

working in the appropriate sector. This information will be fed to them

in their penultimate year at Sherborne in order to avoid last minute

requests for work experience or gap year placements. 

We will also be focusing on improving the accuracy of the database and

the promotion of the OSS website. The ‘in-house’ production of the

Annual Record seems likely to continue in the foreseeable future. The

task of archiving sporting memorabilia is underway. The Society is

pleased to have increased its level of support to the Sherborne Pilgrims

by being very much involved in the organisation of the Pilgrims Hockey

event held at Sherborne in March and with the OS Cross-Country

team that competed in the Sherborne Trophy.

The OSS could not operate nearly so well without the amount of help

it receives from Old Shirburnians and members of staff. Mike Rearden

(b 57-62) is stepping down as Honorary Treasurer to the OSS after

twelve years. Mike has been a pleasure to work with as will be his

successor in the post, Robin Brown (g 61-66).  May I thank all OS,

parents and Housemasters who have hosted events in 2006 for all the

hospitality, generosity and valuable time they have given to ensure

their success. The outstanding home catering team plays a major part

too – we are indebted to Adrian Williams and everyone else in his

department. John Paulley and his team of porters also ensure that

everything is always in place – their attention to detail makes all the

difference.  Adrian Ballard, Stephanie Sanchez de Muniain and Janet

Dean from the Foundation Office always help us in any way that they

can, especially the OS Secretary as he blunders his way around the

database. The Society remains indebted to the Headmaster and the

Governors for their unflagging support. On a personal note, I would be

lost without Janey’s assistance – how I ever managed in the days before

she worked full-time for us, I frankly do not know.

2007 will be another year of change within the OSS. In May, Richard

Morgan will end his term as President. He has been the driving force

behind many of the innovations and changes both externally and

internally. One cannot help being infected by his bubbling enthusiasm

and I count myself extremely fortunate to have worked alongside him.

His encouragement to all of us to become involved, and the work that

he has put in behind the scenes in moving the Society ahead, has been

tremendous. The OSS has been fortunate indeed with its Presidents.

At OS Day 2007 Richard will hand over the Presidency to Charles

Collingwood (h 57-60).  Charles will be a pleasure to work with and

will bring his own unique blend of care, common sense and humour

to the Society.

May I conclude with my own special recollection of 2006.  On OS Day,

the School hosted a luncheon for Old Shirburnians who had left the

School before 1955.  Over 300 OS and their guests attended, many of

them familiar faces but several who had not visited Sherborne for

many years.  At the end of a memorable day, our AGM was held in the

Westcott Room (Lower Library) and, towards its conclusion, Simon

Carey (b 43-47) told us that he had thought long and hard about

attending OS Day, as his own memories of his time at Sherborne were

not happy ones.  He was, however, delighted that he had come. Not

only had he thoroughly enjoyed the day spent amongst his

contemporaries, but had been impressed to find the Sherborne of

today a well-led, thriving and happy School and that the unhappy

memories of his youth could safely be exorcised. Sadly Simon died in

October, but I find it warming to think that his final visit to Sherborne,

after so many years absence, was a joyous one.

So, perhaps, you should not worry if you are a member of the ‘never

set foot in the Courts again’ faction. Please visit us in 2007 or come to

one of the regional, vocational or year-group events.  A warm welcome

is an absolute certainty.  May I wish you all a happy and prosperous

2007.

Secretary’s Letter

Visits to the OSS Office

It is always a great pleasure to welcome OS and friends to the School. However, as from January 2007, the School are having to introduce new security

initiatives with all visitors being asked to sign in on their arrival at Reception. It would therefore help us enormously if you could let us know in

advance the day and time of your intended visit so that we can inform the Custos. This will also ensure that we will be available to greet you and that

your visit is an enjoyable one. All OS are, of course, more than welcome to park in the Courts.

John Harden (g 66-70)

T. 01935 810557/810558   F. 01935 810551   E. oss@sherborne.org   W. www.oldshirburnian.org.uk
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There were over sixty-five concerts during the year, including

six House concerts, with the mainstay being the chamber

music and solo pupil recitals every Friday lunchtime. The

new venue, Cheap Street Church, having direct access from Cheap

Street, has helped increase the size of the audience during the

tourist season. Highlights included the Chamber Orchestra’s

Christmas Concert, and its Vivaldi concert, featuring many pupil

soloists, which was repeated in the Sherborne Abbey Festival.

The usual Christmas

and Commem Symphony

Orchestra concerts were held

in the Big School Room, an

Easter concert in the recently

refurbished Herrison Hall,

near Dorchester, Sinfonia’s

three annual concerts – twice

at St Antony’s Leweston and

once in the Abbey, and Mus

Soc’s February performance of

Mendelssohn’s Elijah. Roc

Soc’s energetic and lively

‘Concert in the Courts’, on

one of the sunniest days of

the summer term (in April!),

was complimented by two

indoor events in the Big

School Room – all three well

supported by the School.  

Three new initiatives saw: the Swing Band and Jazz Band presenting

an evening of ‘Dinner and Jazz’ on the last night of the Easter term

in the Dining Hall, an event which prompted an unusually large and

positive postbag from parents; an evening of light acoustic guitar

music, entitled ‘Unplugged’, in the Old Music School Recital Room –

created, organised and marketed by Choral Scholar Charlie Prymaka,

which received such acclaim that it is now to be an annual event

organised by the pupil heads of Roc Soc; and the solo performance

of Weber’s Clarinet Concerto No 2 by Gordon Curtis (f) with the

professional London based ‘Elgar Chamber Orchestra’ as part of the

‘Sherborne Concerts’ series, probably the first time that a

Shirburnian has played a concerto to the accompaniment of a

professional orchestra.

Music during Commem was considerable and varied.  The Jazz Band,

Saxophone Quintet, Flute Ensemble and various jazz duos and solos,

again performed in six hours of ‘Jazz Café’ in Carrington/Devitt

Court, benefiting from the set of ‘Shakespeare’s Villains’, performed

in the evening, and from waiter service laid on by various boys.

Music in the Courts before speeches was provided by the Concert

Band and the tradition of music in the New Music School garden on

the Saturday afternoon was resurrected, allowing a show-case for

the Swing Band and two of Roc Soc’s finest groups, while a superb

tea was served by the caterers.  

The Choir, in addition to expanding its repertoire, sang the Sunday

Abbey services increasingly in a SATB format, combining either with

Sherborne School for Girls or St Antony’s Leweston. A joint

Evensong in Salisbury Cathedral with the Girls’ School in October

was followed by one in February at Winchester Cathedral with

St Antony’s Leweston. Both the Carol Service and the Commem

service were exuberant and thrilling, with hymns being accompanied

by the Brass Ensemble in arrangements and introductory brass

fanfares, which were in some cases especially written. A

performance of Fauré’s Requiem, in aid of the Children’s Society, was

given in the Abbey in May.

Two Prep School events

brought large numbers

of prospective Shirburnian

musicians to the School. In

March a new initiative, a

Prep Schools’ Choral Day

in the Abbey, saw some

300 choristers meet and

rehearse music for a Choral

Evensong with the Choir.

This was a great success and

is to be repeated annually.

Three families subsequently

expressed interest in the

School, and the staff of Hill

House (London) have yet to

stop eulogising Sherborne’s

beauty and the magic of the Choral Day!  A Brass Day in May, led by

five members of Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra (three of them

members of the School’s visiting music teacher team) was well

attended by young brass players: this event,

formerly biennial, is to be incorporated into

an annual Prep Schools’ Orchestral Day

which will be trialled annually for two years.

The Choral Scholar Scheme did much to

enhance the music-making of the Abbey

Choir, helped links with the Abbey and the

Prep School in general, and provided

invaluable departmental assistants. A

barbershop group, ‘W4W’, formed by the

2005/6 Choral Scholars (Max Jones, Alex

Cooke, Charlie Prymaka and Organ Scholar

Leon Chisholme), performed a concert in

the Sherborne Abbey Festival, and the new

Choral Scholars and Graduate Assistant are

already rehearsing for the next.

James Henderson
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Art

High standards are the outcome

of a balance between the

integrity of a commitment to

high culture allied to enjoyment of the

popular culture of pupil School life. The

most affecting student works of the year

have undoubtedly come from the

moment when young artists have been

prepared to bring their own personal

histories into relation with totalising

political concerns.  Just such a brave

statement was articulated in Daniel

Willer’s (e 06) film seeking the memorial

of his great aunt, a name slotted into a list of those who perished under Nazi

occupation. Shot on location in Prague, focusing on the lime mortars sluicing deeply in

the Danube, bringing sonorous poignancy to the catch phrase, the rest is history.

The Sherborne artist residency programme invited director Isabel Foley to work with

the School in the latter part of the year. Her influence promoted a confident emphasis

on performance based work from art students. Many of these were ‘premièred’ at

November’s ‘White Room’, the monthly Arts Café, before an extended local audience

at Sherborne House. Performances were developed with collaboration from

participants from Sherborne School for Girls. The White Room continues to be an

inspiring conduit between the School and the local arts community. The programme this

season included miniature theatre, a moving reading by poet and broadcaster James

Crowdon, a unique presentation from the reclusive, but award winning, video artist

Maria Mochnacz, showing her work for P J Harvy, and several music performances,

notably June’s international line up. Members of the School are always pleasingly

supportive of the events; increasingly non-art students are drawn by curiosity and

excitement. The local community, who are usually somewhat older, appreciates the

vitality of Sherborne and other local school participation.

The programme of exhibitions in the Oliver Holt gallery and at Sherborne House, not

to mention the wonderful Alpha House Gallery, offer members of the School London-

like visual arts opportunities. At Sherborne House the exhibition of St Ives artists was

hugely popular, as was the exhibition ‘Frink Print’, coincidentally allowing some students

unprecedented access to Elizabeth Frink’s former studio and garden, while collecting

and returning the work. Complimentary Oliver Holt Gallery presentations by Paul

McGowan and Rupert Lloydel brought interesting artists such as John Makepeace and

Bryan Rice to the School for the students to meet: while UWE students on the PhD

performance art programme met with Sherborne’s young artists at the opening of Sarah

Coleman’s influential exhibition in January. Sherborne students contacted children from

local primary schools for the extended project ‘Take One Picture’. This collaboration,

supporting ‘A’ level work, initiated a vibrant and popular exhibition, and has cemented

an ongoing creative partnership. Interested Old Shirburnians may like to contact the Art

School to be included on the gallery mailing list and receive information of the

programme that is run by the School for public benefit. Following a successful summer

exhibition of student work, Hugo McCloud’s (b 06) multimedia piece, charting the

wartime bombing of the town, is to be sited in the Sherborne Museum where it was

researched.
Andrew Stooke
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Drama

There was a great variety of House plays over the

year. In the Lent Term, Wallace produced

Lament for a Cadaver, a creative and original,

sometimes disturbing, psychological drama, written and

directed by Alex Sims of the Upper Sixth. More

traditional English comic drama included See How They

Run by The Digby, a feast of trouser-less vicars and

slamming French windows.  House drama continues to

be of a high standard, with a large number of boys taking

part, whether on or off stage.

The first Director in Residence, Isabel Foley, added a

new dimension to the teaching of drama throughout the

School. She ran a series of workshops, which were

attended by a large number of boys, including some who

had not previously participated. The Lent Term

production of Marat/Sade by Peter Weiss challenged the

audience with a stunning and multi-faceted drama that

drew striking performances from a large cast of boys

who were on stage continuously. Isabel’s ability to

inspire and coach the boys to perform at such a high

level made a huge impression on everyone involved.

The two Commemoration productions, on the ‘Bad

Boyz’ theme, maintained this standard. Isabel’s

enthusiasm for the work of Steven Berkoff, hinted at by

excerpts from East, showed Shirburnians slipping into

the rôle of East End wide boys with an ease which may

have surprised their families. This led to an evening

outdoor presentation of Shakespeare’s Villains in the 



Carrington Courtyard. This was a great ensemble piece

put together by a group of Lower Sixth boys after their

AS exams. The Junior Company production, now an

established part of Commem, was an adaptation by

Hannah Llewellyn of the Strewelpeter stories by Hoffman

entitled Fearful Stories. The original was updated to

include ASBOs and child psychologists and featured highly

creative visual effects and some great performances.

School House’s production of A Few Good Men, directed

by Sue Salmon, continued the recent house tradition of

gritty American modern theatre. A large cast gave a

striking performance of a complex play looking at the

theme of whether we should trade reduced human

rights for greater security – the topicality was not lost on

an appreciative audience.

The School production for the Michaelmas Term was

Howard Brenton’s controversial new work Paul, which

uses the life of the saint to question what we mean by

faith and take a fresh perspective on Christianity. David

Hedison’s direction used the flexibility of the Powell

Theatre to stage an ‘in the round’ production and a first-

class cast gave compelling performances of a very

demanding text, with a particularly impressive début

performance by Eddie Withers (e) in his first term at the

School; the audience found it an absorbing and thought-

provoking evening.

This year we will repeat the idea of a Director in

Residence and I hope that in the future we can build on

this with other drama specialists in areas such as dance,

design or fight arranging.  I would like to look at ways in

which we can link more drama activities to prep schools.

During the year we plan a major refit of the Powell

Theatre front-of-house area, which should make it more

user-friendly and attractive to visitors.

This has been a great year for School drama; I should like

to finish by recording how invaluable the work of Jim

Donnelly, the theatre manager, has been in all of these

successes. David Hedison

Design and Technology

Over the past academic year

there has been a terrific sense

of purpose in the department.

The number of boys studying Design and

Technology reached the maximum

capacity that the department can deal

with.  Over half our A Level students

applied to study design or engineering at

university, and they were chasing high

grades.

The department has taken advantage of

new opportunities to take the pupils out

of the classroom and into local industry

to see manufacturing technology in

action. We visited an American company

who pioneered sterile food packaging to see how they maintain quality and

accuracy in their highly automated production facility.  Senior students travelled to

London to hear a variety of top designers talk about their professions. These

experts illustrated the breadth of career

opportunities available to our design

students just at the time at which they

were making part of a genuine

partnership with the clients they initially

contacted. Designs ranged from flexible

storage systems for shops experiencing

stock control problems to devices to

enable those with arthritis to lift heavy

shopping bags into car boots. Alex

Hammick’s (g) rapid paintball reloading

device is now being taken a stage

further in development in a bid to put it

into production.  We were delighted

that this group went on to achieve so

many A and B grades (89%).  Those studying AS have looked at the process of

sand-casting before building a range of different lamps that used this technology.

We were delighted with the range of ideas that they proposed and these provided

them with some solid marks to contribute towards their good AS results.

GCSE students had the opportunity to

vote for the ‘Designer of the Year Award’

at the Design Museum before visiting the

major exhibition of ‘Modernism’ at the

V&A in London. The majority of these

students chose to focus on the design and

construction of furniture for their major

projects, with the exception of Jonathan

Titchin’s (e) excellent dog trailer. He

developed this product to transport his

rather elderly labrador around the island

on which his family live.  Road testing it

with a full-scale stuffed cheetah raised

some eyebrows on the sleepy streets of

Sherborne! We continue to look for support in the department’s bid to raise funds

to invest in a computer-controlled laser. These machines are now becoming widely

used in schools, as pupils draw and produce their final designs in CAD packages and

download these drawings directly to the laser, which then accurately cuts out the

components. If any OS would be interested in helping the department raise funds,

then do please contact Adrian Ballard in the Foundation Office.

Peter Chillingworth
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CCF

This year has been another busy one for the CCF with all of the usual activities

plus a biennial Inspection, which took place at the end of September.  The

inspecting officer was Brigadier Knudsen (parent of Edward and Hugh, g).  The

morning weather was ideal for the parade as it was not too hot but by the afternoon

the rain was heavy.  The inspecting team and the boys were not put off and once again

the CCF came through with flying colours.

The highlight of the year was undoubtedly the CCF

camp in Cyprus, hosted by the Second Battalion Royal

Regiment of Fusiliers.  Twenty boys and four staff had

a tremendous time with a mix of military training with

weapons, smoke, flares and patrols, adventure

training, a very sunny beach and a bit of sight-seeing.

The weather was superb and we were made

extremely welcome, so much so we hope to repeat

the exercise in 2007!

The recruit company was skilfully managed by Lt

Rawlinson. Those (the majority) who had made the

effort thoroughly enjoyed the Salisbury Plain field day.

The Royal Navy section had a successful year under

the control of Sub Lt Scorer and managed a series of

activities including a flight in a Lynx helicopter from

Yeovilton, and field days to Dartmouth Naval College

and RNAS Yeovilton. Once again access to sea-going

vessels proved impossible, due to the commitments

of HMS Sutherland and we are living in hope that we

will eventually get to sea at some point. The Royal Marines, under the command of

Capt Storey, and assisted by Capt Hatch, again competed in the Pringle Trophy and

once more brought back rewards, although not the overall trophy. In addition to the

regular weekly training, they had field days at Instow and Salisbury Plain. The army

section under Capt Sunderland also continued to thrive and the cadets enjoyed a

variety of army-based activities in addition to a field day at Bovington and an

expedition on Exmoor. The use of facilities in the local area included the ranges at

Blandford and Yeovilton, climbing facilities at Yeovilton, assault courses at Bovington

and Small Arms Training at Blandford.

The CCF as a whole competed in the Dorset Challenge, although this year we did not

win, and we again entered two teams for the Ten Tors Competition. With the

exception of the 45-mile Ten Tors Team, which is drawn from the Sixth Form, we

struggled to raise teams, as we rely heavily on the Fourth Form, who seemed reluctant

to take part.  Credit must go to Tom Wilson (a) who worked heroically to encourage

some of his colleagues to take part in the 35-mile Ten Tors – ultimately they performed

magnificently. We recruited staff members Ben Cole and Nick Scorer, and this has

made a huge difference, although the loss of Kim Rawlinson has left a big hole.  I am

extremely grateful for the efforts of all my CCF colleagues who have given up much

of their time, not just on parades and field days, but in all of the other CCF activities.

All in all it has been another excellent year and hopefully 2006-2007 will be likewise.

Chris Hamon

The LTB course is designed to give all boys the

chance to experience leadership through the

involvement in a number of difficult tasks. Most

importantly, perhaps, it enables boys to realise that even if

they are not the designated leader, it is essential that they

are still involved in the decision making and that each

needs to support the leader and steer him in the right

direction, whilst ensuring that the rest of the group are

doing the same.

We are very lucky in being able to use Brownsea Island for

this purpose and are indebted to the National Trust for

allowing this to happen on a yearly basis. The first tasks

set are to find all the other members of their group and

then to follow a series of clues and make themselves ready

for ‘D-Day’, which involves getting safely to their

destination. Departing from Poole Harbour, they arrive on

Brownsea and set up camp under the watchful eye of

‘Brown Owl’ otherwise known as the Scoutmaster.

Altogether there are ten major tasks which include ‘A

Bridge Too Far’, ‘Do You Speak Brownsea’ and ‘All the

World’s a Stage’ amongst others, which provide a good

variety of physical and mental challenges. Each day begins

with ‘Tai Chi’ on the beach, led by Paul Carling. To watch

120 boys engaged in this activity is nothing less than

spectacular. The boys prepared and cooked all their own

food under the supervision of Sue and Nigel Paul from the

catering department – for some this is the first time they

have ever cooked! 

To be able to stay on such a beautiful tranquil island for

three days and not to give anything in return would be

ungrateful, so we undertook a conservation project with

the Trust. This entails clearing areas of rhododendrons

which, although quite beautiful, stifle growth and

development on the island. The warden was amazed at

how much we were able to clear during the course of a

morning. The course is competitive with each task

enabling the team to gain points. Although this is the least

important aspect of the course, it is nevertheless

important to the boys and is keenly contested.  

Stephen Clayton

Leadership and Team Building
Brownsea Island
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Athletics
It was a lean season at Sherborne this summer.

Canford cancelled our first fixture, leaving us to

compete in our major event, the Lutra Shield,

unprepared. We can usually bank on finishing

second to Millfield but this year we were nowhere

to be seen, finishing a lowly fifth. However we did

call upon quite a number of younger athletes and

this will stand us in good stead in the future. Our

next meeting was at Bryanston; again the scene of

many Sherborne victories. However, whilst the

Inter boys’ team finished second to a very capable

Dauntsey’s team, the Seniors finished again in an

embarrassing fifth place.  

We went to Millfield the following week and faced

similar disappointing results – a number of our

athletes, including Jamie Payne (f) our nationally

ranked Javelin thrower, being injured. Due to a

clash with a field trip, several athletes were not

selected to represent North Dorset and, as a

result, our representative count was severely

affected with only Ben Hurst, (f) the captain, being

selected for County honours.

However it was not all doom and gloom – Sports

Day was a huge success and the longer format

enabled us to include lunch and a number of

other events, such as the House Tug of War

competition, which has not been included in the

past.  We have a number of young athletes ready

to take the stage next year and hopefully

Sherborne Athletics will rise again from the ashes.
Stephen Clayton

Basketball
The basketball club had

an enjoyable and fairly

successful year. The U19

played eight matches

against strong opposition,

and won three of those

matches. The club

comprises mostly Sixth

Form boys, but enough

younger players attended

to field an U16 team

against Marlborough at

the end of the season.

Towards the end of the Lent term, the club

managed to secure the services of Ben Stanley, a

coach and player for Southampton Solent (a

national league team). The boys certainly

benefited from his expertise, and many are

looking forward to working with him again.

Ben Ryder

Cricket
The 2006 season was again very successful in

terms of both results and development. The 1st

X1 won eleven games. The season saw Sherborne

involved in two exciting tied matches against

Millfield and Taunton; memorable victories over

Marlborough and Cheltenham and a formidable

batting performance against Kings Taunton, which

saw Sherborne post 305 runs from the allotted 50

overs. An inexperienced 1st X1 retained the ‘Mike

Nurton Cricket Festival’ trophy with excellent

wins over Haileybury and Cheltenham.

There have been some excellent individual

performances; Charlie Esson (b) scored 794 runs

at an average of 61, including 2 centuries, Jack

Jenkins (b) consistently scored quick runs in the

middle order and finished the season with a

match winning 116 against Cheltenham to retain

the Festival trophy.  Ben Lyons (c) was the leading

wicket-taker with a ‘match-tieing’ performance of

6 wickets for 42 runs against Millfield, as well as an

excellent century against the Hampshire Hogs.

Charlie Cooke (f) performed well with the bat

averaging 38, and made fourteen dismissals in his

rôle as keeper. Simon Lamb (c) was our most

economical bowler, bowling 160 overs at only just

over three runs per over. Esson and Lyons

represented the Somerset Cricket Academy and

Jenkins continues to do well with the Hampshire

Cricket Academy.

Further down the School the cricket was

competitive and successful in terms of results.

Both the U15 and U14 teams lost narrowly after

each had reached the Dorset Cup finals; the Mini

Colts ‘B’s were unbeaten in their ten matches, and

the Mini ‘C’s lost only once. This augurs well for

the future of cricket at Sherborne.

The re-laid wickets on the Upper will be ready for

next season, and another section of wickets has

been re-laid this autumn. This improvement to

the square will improve the quality of cricket

played on the Upper. My thanks to all those

involved in donating and raising the funds to allow

these essential improvements to take place. My

thanks also to the Foundation for the donation of

a new bowling machine. Used with the existing

one, it enables this practice equipment to be used

by all age groups within the School. My thanks and

best wishes go to Jeg Francis as he leaves to

pursue new interests – I wish John Old all the best

in his rôle as Head Groundsman for the coming

year.  My thanks also go to all the ground staff for

their excellent work in providing quality match

and practice pitches and to Adrian Williams and

Lucy Earls-Davis and all the catering staff who,

without doubt, provide the best lunches and teas

on the circuit.The preparation for next season is

already gathering pace, with the 1st X1 preparing

for an Under 19 Cricket Festival in Cape Town,

South Africa at Christmas.  Lastly, I am indebted to

Alan Willows, whose passion and enthusiasm are

as infectious as ever.

Cross Country
The season began promisingly with a large

number of boys signing up. The sport requires grit,

discipline, sheer will-power, all of which were

amply demonstrated by the Colts who were

outstanding throughout, never once failing to

achieve excellent results. The small Senior squad

acquitted themselves admirably given that we did

not have strength in depth.

The outstanding runner this year was

undoubtedly the Captain, Ed Knudsen (g 06).

Deservedly the Dorset County Champion, he

came a notable sixth in the South West

Championships, and finished 63rd in the

Nationals, the highest place Sherborne has 

Sport
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achieved for many years.  His stalwart Upper Sixth

team mate, James Crombie (d 06), supported the

Senior team with unstinting effort and unflagging

enthusiasm. Sebastian Ross (a) will be hard to beat

next year if he sustains a rigorous training regime. 

For the Colts, Alex Stuart-Grumbar (f), Hugh

Knudsen (g) and Josh Turner (a) ran consistently

fast: they will form part of a formidable Senior

squad next year. Alex had a string of victories,

finishing the season with a blistering performance

at Kingswood where he destroyed the rest of the

field. The Fourth Formers have shown talent and

have made a significant contribution to the Colts’

success. Achieving second place in the Canford

Relays was a magnificent effort: twenty teams

competed and we came second to a truly

outstanding Winchester squad. In cross-country

matches the first six runners in each team score,

with the first place scoring one, the second two,

the third three and so on. At Downside the Colts

scored 25, at Milton Abbey 26, at King’s Bruton 37.

These are quite astonishingly low scores. At

Downside, for example, we took first, second,

fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, and

tenth places. 

Pleasing as these splendid performances were

from the point of view of the masters in charge,

our most pleasing part of the season was the spirit

in which the boys competed and their behaviour.

No runner ever gave less than his utmost in a

match. Arduous training sessions were endured

cheerfully, for the most part, and where cheer was

simply impossible, without a word of complaint!

Conduct at matches was exemplary and the

entertainment provided on mini-bus trips to

matches was usually hilarious and in the worst

possible taste! The team has developed into an

outstandingly good choir, and though our

repertoire does not yet stretch to Byrd and

Palestrina, we have attained near-professional

standards at what one might term the more

popular end of the musical spectrum. The post-

match ritual of song has become a well-established

and eagerly anticipated part of the afternoon. 

We look forward to the next Lent term in the

hope that cross-country running will attract more

participants than ever.

Fives
This has been one of the busiest seasons on

record. More players keep appearing – over thirty

every Tuesday and Thursday – with a large

number in the Third Form, thanks to the re-

introduction of the Third Form Minor Games

programme. This gives all the new entry a chance

to sample sports which they may not have met

before.

After last year’s super results it was going to be

impossible to do so well. The first team had good

wins over Marlborough and Blundell’s, while

losing to Clifton by one point, and over all the

Club sides, including the Pilgrims who brought

eight very good players. The second team had an

unbeaten season, the Junior Colts and Mini Colts

played six matches, winning three and losing

three. In the National Championships Michael

Oates-Wormer (f) and Edward Leakey (b) reached

the semi-finals of the doubles losing to a very

strong pair from St Paul’s. Edward Leakey also

reached the quarter finals of the singles. 

Sherborne once again hosted the West of England

Open Championships in October 2005, as well as

the British Universities Championships in

November 2005. The School will also be hosting

the West of England Schools in January 2007.

Competitors enjoy coming to Sherborne for the

Fives facilities, which are among the best in the

country, as well as the warm welcome which they

always receive.

I would like to thank Paul Carling, Nick Scorer and

Giles Reynolds for all their assistance with the

coaching and improving of the boys’ Fives. I would

also like to mention David Kirk (a 00-05), who has

been working at the School, for the time he has

given to help all those who play Fives.  I will miss

him next year. Having run Fives since 1973, I feel

that the time has come to hand this most

enjoyable and rewarding job on to a younger man. 

Michael Cleaver

Golf
Sherborne Golf Club has a new General Manager

and he has encouraged more boys to become full

Junior Members. This has been very well received,

not only by local families but also by those living

further afield. The usual termly membership (£30)

is still operative and well used by those who just

want to play during a particular term. The boys

have reacted well to this and have continued to

play regularly on the course, which has been in

excellent condition. Also, the Staff has a

‘corporate’ membership at the Golf Club (£135)

which enables those who are members to play at

any time except at weekends. This is a great boon

for a dozen playing members of staff.

Twelve matches were played (the second match

against the OSGS was rained off) four were won,

two halved and six lost. Fixtures against Canford

(2), Milton Abbey (2), King’s Bruton, Cheltenham,

Downside, Radley, St John’s Johannesburg, Bow

House, OSGS (2) and the parents were held. The

Upper Sixth year group have left and, in the new

Upper Sixth, there will be only one member of

the team remaining. There will be plenty of

opportunities for the younger element to make

their mark.

As usual, the School has rarely been able to put

out its strongest team. Last Trinity Term five of the

top six players also represented the 1st XI (2), 2nd

XI (1), 1st VI Tennis (2); the other played golf! In

spite of all this, morale was high and some

exceptional rounds were completed. I hope those

who have left will take up the offer and play for

the OSGS. 
Michael Cleaver

Hockey
The 2006 season was very successful with over

half of all School matches won. The 1st X1’s

record of 8 wins to 5 defeats was the most

successful for a number of years. The senior teams

proved to be very successful with the 3rd X1

unbeaten and the 2nd X1 losing only once. The

Mini Colts C and D teams were unbeaten. with

Roly Ingleby-Mackenzie (e) scoring an incredible

twenty goals from six games for the Mini Colts D.

On one Saturday afternoon we managed to put

out seven Mini Colts teams.

The Junior Colts year group has struggled for a

number of reasons with the success of the Daily

Mail Rugby team preventing many of the better

games players from playing any hockey; this, with

the option of playing Soccer too, has reduced the

number of boys from which to select.

The 1st X1 won all the games that I would expect

Sherborne to win and performed very well against

the more specialist schools such as Millfield,

Canford, Taunton and Bryanston. The team played

well at the Bath Festival against teams from all

over the country. They were unbeaten in the four

games over the weekend. This rounded off a very

successful season for players.Bernard Holiday
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The team was very well led by the captain Rupert

Hawksley (f 06), who set a high standard in work-

rate and determination; an excellent example for

the rest of the team to follow. He was

well supported by some excellent individual

performances from Tom Bowker (m 06) in goal

and Rory Cumming (f 06) who became a reliable

and athletic defender. Olly Bendall (b 06), top

scorer with fifteen goals, proved a very versatile

midfield striker. Tom Russell (d 06) and Freddie

Pendarves (b 06) both deserved their colours with

several match-winning performances throughout

the season.  Jamie Smibert (a)  was always a threat

to the opposition’s defence and combined well

with James Erskine (c) and Chris Holdoway (d).

With six players coming back next season the

short term future of 1st X1 hockey looks bright.

The long term future of the sport may not be so

bright with the option of playing soccer in the

Third Form, which will inevitably reduce the

number of boys playing hockey. Whilst I am all in

favour of boys playing competitively at whatever

sport, I cannot believe that this will improve the

standard of hockey at the School, and will

inevitably have an impact on the fixture list, as

Sherborne will not be able to fulfil the present

large number of block fixtures which we have

done in the past.

The Hughie Holmes pitch remains a truly top class

facility, but we are now unable, for safety reasons,

to use the ‘Old Astro’. The resurfacing of this

facility is vital so that hockey, tennis and a range of

other sports can use it, and we hope it will be

incorporated into the Development Plan as soon

as possible. The importance of this has become

more urgent with the new shape of the day, which

has restricted the time available for hockey and

placed huge pressure on the availability of pitch

and practice times. 

My thanks to all the coaches for their support and

enthusiasm, we are lucky to have so many

enthusiastic qualified members of staff who are all

committed to improving the standard of hockey at

Sherborne.
Rob Hill

Polo
This year, for the first time, we played Arena Polo

during the Lent Term.  This three-a-side version of

the summer game is played in an all weather arena

surrounded by 6ft high wooden walls.  We

entered teams in the National Inter-Schools

Tournaments in late February and March at A, B

and Colts levels.

Sixteen boys of all ages played regularly twice a

week throughout the Trinity term. Regular

practice took place at Taunton on Wednesdays

and Thursdays.  We had matches every Sunday,

competing against Millfield, Marlborough, Milton

Abbey and Cheltenham.  At national level during

June we entered the B and C teams in the

Intermediate Tournament, and two teams in the

under 16 Colts, winning both Sections A and B! 

In the National Tournament the A team did well to

reach the semi-finals, narrowly losing to a strong

side from Harrow for the second year running. In

the 3rd/4th place play-off they beat Eton with ease.

This year saw our first ‘Polo Dinner’ which was

held in the Old School Room on 20th May with

many parents attending.   

Julia Skippen

Rugby
The season opened with a pre-season tour to

Biarritz.   The sun was shining, but it soon became

apparent that our fitness levels were not high. A

warm up game against Reed’s Cobham was won,

though play was far from convincing. The match

against French opposition was called off; later it

was discovered that they were in the habit of

doing this. The team also suffered its first critical

injury with full-back Jamie Smibert (a) unable to

play for the whole season.

The opening fixtures against Bishop Wordsworth’s

and Radley were lost mainly because the fitness

levels were low. A good win followed at home to

Canford followed by a big defeat at Wellington,

where George Mackintosh (e) injured his

shoulder and did not play again. An excellent win

over Clifton by thirty points proved to be the

turning point. Unfortunately yet another injury

plagued the team. Ben Lyons (c), captain and

outside-centre, broke his ankle and he also missed

the rest of the season. Losing your three major

players was a huge blow, and this was

demonstrated at Marlborough where we should

have won, but did not have the experience to

close the game out. 

An excellent win at King

Edward’s Bath was of great

credit to the side. The four

well-worked tries showed

the resilience of the squad.

Bryanston, with all their

imported strength, was

just a bridge too far,

although we were still in

the game, until we lost

concentration in the last

five minutes and they

sneaked over in the corner

for the only try. The

forward play, especially

Tom Fleming (g) and James

Bowker (m), was out

of the top drawer.

Cheltenham was the game

we should have won, a 



number of wrong decisions on the pitch saw

chance after chance disappear. In wet conditions

the game against Bruton was thankfully relatively

one-sided. Blundell’s was played in similar vein;

they never looked like scoring and we were able

to maintain positional pressure, which eventually

resulted in tries, mainly via forward drives.

The final fixture at Millfield saw us short of six first

choice players, not the ideal match for boys playing

in their first 1st XV game.  To their credit they ran

them close, one missed tackle in midfield proved

to be the difference between the two sides. Yet

again the forwards, especially Will Clark (g), never

took a backward step. 

My thanks not only go to all the boys who

represented the XV, but especially to the captain

Ben Lyons and his replacement, Tom Fleming.

Both led by example and showed exactly the

commitment that is required on this tough circuit.

They were a great credit to the School and the

game of rugby. Lastly, but certainly not least, I

would like to express my thanks to Don

Rutherford, not only for his tactical help, but also

his wise counsel. As the Headmaster stated at

Lists, he has been a great supporter of the School.

David Scott

Sailing
The team this year was a mix of experience and

youth.  The season started well in September with

wins against the OSSS at Poole and away against

Canford. In the Trinity Term we again beat

Canford away with very convincing wins against

their 1st’s and 2nd’s. We also again won against

the OSSS by a 2-1 margin. The home fixture

against Canford and the fixture against Milton

Abbey were called off due to the weather.  Teams

also competed in the Senior and Junior Four- Way

Regattas at Portland.  In the senior event which

involved Sherborne, Milton Abbey, Canford and

Bryanston, Sherborne came 1st.  This was again a

very convincing win with some great sailing from

Freddie Saunders (m), Harry Saunders (a), Charlie

Ambler (c) and James Jenkins (c). In the junior

event a week later which involved Sherborne,

Canford, Milton Abbey and Clayesmore,

Sherborne came 2nd to Canford.  In the Southern

CCF Regatta, the Senior boat finished 3rd overall

out of six boats and the Juniors 5th in windy

conditions.  The House sailing competition took

place in light winds. Seven houses put out teams

with the favourites The Digby unable to raise one

because of a lack of junior sailors in the House. 

Abbeylands were the eventual winners. In

addition to team sailing, sailing took place during

the summer at Poole in what were generally

favourable conditions with over 21 trips taken

representing over 200 boy trips and virtually all 90

members of the sailing club sailing! There was

encouraging sailing from the Third Form. Visits to

the Southampton Boat Show and the ever popular

Old Shirburnian rally also added to a busy year. 

In June, the first Andrew Yorke awards for sailing

were made.  Whilst the fund is technically for one

instructor and one racer, there were no applicants

for the latter. Three applicants had gained their

Powerboat II award, through my training during

the summer, and the necessary First Aid (done

jointly with the canoeists), so the costs were

greatly reduced and it was possible to make four

awards.  This will mean that we should have four

boys with RYA dinghy instructor qualifications.

Chris Hamon

Soccer
The ‘velvet revolution’ of soccer has continued to

the point where we will, next year, be offering the

sport as an option throughout the School in the

Lent Term. I know that there is disquiet about this

situation in some quarters, not least among the

hockey coaches, but I remain convinced that we

can still produce teams of a high quality in soccer,

hockey, cross-country, fives and golf. Overall

results this year were better than last, and I expect

the trend to continue. The 1st XI under Steve

Clayton had a strong fixture list and acquitted

themselves well in most games. I have long been

used to making the excuse that we lack

experience compared to our opponents, but soon

that will cease to be the case, and what we

achieve will reflect rather more on what we as

coaches have imparted to the boys. It will seem

strange, as a soccer coach, to use terms such as

‘development’ and ‘progression’, but I’m sure we

will become accustomed to it! Balancing the

fixture list proved difficult. It was unfortunate that

only five games took place on Saturdays, but this

is a situation I expect to improve as more

independent schools introduce soccer and

therefore look for block fixtures. Although I would

like us to continue to play some of the local state

schools, because their standard is high, I can see

the obvious benefits of say, four matches here and

four at Radley on a Saturday. 

Don Cameron

Squash
Although the results were somewhat mixed, it

was a highly enjoyable season and the boys

obviously took a great deal of pleasure from being

members of the team and playing regularly. In the

Michaelmas Term, we entered the Nationals for

the first time but, unfortunately, were placed in

the same pool as Exeter and Millfield who were

far too strong for us. The competition did,

however, provide a welcome focus and the boys

trained hard to prepare for it but it is a shame that

more schools of a similar standard to us do not

enter.

In the Lent Term we lost a couple of hard-fought

matches to Millfield; defeated Bryanston twice,

and Blundell’s once. The highlight of the term was

the Roehampton invitation tournament in March

in which nine other schools took part.  We lost all

three matches (to King’s Wimbledon, St Paul’s and

Marlborough), but they were closely fought and

on another day we might have won all three.

Will Pope (a 06), the captain, developed into an

outstanding player.  I cannot speak too highly of

the contribution Will has made to squash at the

School.  Not only did he win most of his matches,

but he continually strived to improve his game,

took an interest in the development of the

younger boys and helped with the administration

of matches. We shall certainly miss him very much

as I cannot foresee another player of his talent on

the horizon. The other four first team players

were Timon Woodward (f), Toby Murray (f), Nick

Batchelor (f) and Gordon Curtis (f).

Richard Bool

Shooting
This has been a busy season with about thirty

boys shooting on a reasonably regular basis.

We entered the winter and spring postal

shooting competitions and whilst we did not

win any of these outright, we did not disgrace

ourselves. 

We acquitted ourselves reasonably well in

the Country Life shoot. We have done little

full-bore shooting due to time and distance

from Bisley, but we hope that we can get

access to Langport range this year.
Chris Hamon
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Swimming
Our first match was against King’s Bruton. In the past this has been

something of a warm-up match for our team, as Bruton have never

provided very strong opposition. This year, however, was very

different. The Sherborne squad were perhaps a little complacent and

as such were beaten quite convincingly by Bruton, who had the

advantage of one extremely strong senior swimmer, whom we later

learned was leaving Bruton to take up a swimming scholarship at

Millfield. 

The second fixture saw the team ready to do battle and we worked

hard in both our individual races and relays to overcome strong

opposition from both Canford and Kingswood at Senior and U16 level.

This fixture is always a joint fixture with the girls’ teams from these

schools, and this always makes for a real ‘gala’ atmosphere. The big

fixture involving Blundell’s, Clifton, Plymouth College and King’s

College, Taunton had to be cancelled as King’s lost all their electricity

supply!

With so few matches, it is hard to pick out notable performances from

individual boys, but the names to look out for in the 2007 season will

be Mark Winter (a), Alex Vlieland-Boddy (g), Oliver Crosthwaite-Eyre

(d) and Ameer Rashed (d), all of whom put in talented performances

in the few matches we did have.
Lindsey Millar

Tennis
2006 will undoubtedly prove to be one of the most historic in the

development of tennis at Sherborne. Jeremy Priddle has been

employed as a full-time tennis coach. He is available for any boy who

wishes to have individual coaching lessons, at any time in the year, and

has continued to coach School teams on a weekly basis in the Trinity

Term.

On the schools’ circuit, Sherborne is still comparatively weak at senior

level, though the positive and professional ethos that Jeremy is trying

to instil in players meant that the games have been more closely

matched than in the previous few years. 

More encouragingly, particularly for the future, the junior sides made

very good progress. They responded well to the coach’s direction and

took a keen interest in their own technique and performance. The

Colts were unbeaten.

Undoubtedly the main highlight of the year was the U15 side

competing in, and winning convincingly, the Dorset Nestlé League

Tournament. This was the first time that the School had entered the

tournament. The matches were played in addition to the normal

fixtures, with Sherborne beating very good opposition along the way,

including Bournemouth School and Poole Grammar School. This

junior side competed in the county finals that began in the Michaelmas

Term. 

Another valuable addition to the tennis programme this year was a

foreign training tour. Jeremy Priddle and Jeremy Wadham took a group

of eight boys of all ages on a pre-season trip to Frankfurt. Here they

were up against some very strong opposition indeed, but much to

their credit, the players gave their best and found the experience

extremely valuable.  Hopefully this will be the first of many tours in the

future.

The hard courts adjacent to Hyle Farm have been resurfaced with a

proper, drainable concrete and repainting took place in the spring.

The costs were met by the Foundation, which funded the project.

Whilst the scope for using these courts is still limited in the winter,

they do provide an excellent quality surface on which to play school

and county matches. David Ridgway

Chapel

It has been a busy year once again

involving the spiritual life of the

School. Sadly everything was rather

overshadowed by the tragic death of

Charlie Sumption prior to the Summer

Term – Abbey House and the School

community rallied round Ed and Alex

(both of whom had important public

examinations that term) with enormous

compassion, empathy and support which

in itself is tribute to the depth of spiritual

life that exists in our community.

On a brighter note we celebrated the Confirmation of fifty-four boys in

Sherborne Abbey in February with the service conducted by the Bishop of

Sherborne providing a memorable day of thanksgiving. The boys involved

came from varying year groups from the Fourth Form to the Sixth Form,

and it was encouraging to witness a healthy reception of Faith across the

various age groups. The changes to the shape of the day have necessitated

changes to the services and this has had a positive result.  A shorter Junior

Chapel has its advantages whilst Wednesdays have embraced the advent of

Evensong and Compline for the first time. This extra time compensated for

all the services lost through exeats and half-terms and encourages us as a

whole school community to worship reflectively together amidst our

pressurised lives. Friday Eucharists remained popular with no less than ten

Upper Sixth formers preaching on Friday evenings (and one also at an

Abbey Service). This again reflects a positive indication of the spiritual

strength and maturity that is present in the boys’ lives. 

The Sunday services continue to

welcome varying speakers from the

local community and beyond. Last

November we welcomed Revd

Philbert Kalisa from Rwanda who

stayed with us for a week. Philbert’s

visit inspired us with ideas of how we

as a school community can support

others in the developing world, as

well as locally.  As a result we have

organised ‘Link Partnerships’ with

projects in Ecuador, South Africa,

Zambia, Rwanda, Kenya, Sri-Lanka

and Bermondsey in South London.

These links will be managed by the

boys through the ‘Charity Committee’ and it is hoped that this will help to

foster more interest and ownership with regard to where the Sunday

collection goes. Regular updates and information should also inspire greater

giving.  Furthermore this initiative should encourage school leavers to

consider a gap year, or just a brief visit, to any one of these centres where

we have now fostered close partnerships. ‘The Lent Link’ this year has

focussed on ‘Kids Company’ based in London.  We hope that this link will

help the many disadvantaged children, most of whom have slipped through

the net of the social services and have enormous hurts and burdens to

endure. We raised £20,000 towards this cause and a huge debt of gratitude

must go to all the pupils and staff who exercised blood, sweat and tears for

this charity! 

It was a great joy to hear the Leavers’ sermons throughout the Lent Term

and they all reflect the soul of the Shirburnian as well as the heart of our

School. Very few schools that I have come across can herald such pupil

participation from the pulpit, sharing their thoughts and reflections.   

Stephen Gray
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School Development

The maintenance and

development of a boarding

school is in many ways like

painting the Forth Bridge – as soon as

all the Houses have been improved in

the refurbishment programme we

have to start again at the beginning. At

the beginning of the 1990s Harper was

identified as the first House to receive

an overhaul, and since then all Houses

have been given major improvements,

including Wallace which has acquired a

new wing, Abbeylands which has

grown a new storey, and Lyon which

has just been extended to include a

Tutor’s house and accommodation for Sixth Form boys. All the Houses are reviewed

every year as part of a programme (now nearly completed) to give all boys fitted

bedroom furniture, smart and convenient washing facilities, comfortable common rooms

and comprehensive access to ICT. Next on the list is a return to Harper, which is

scheduled to have an extension to include a Tutor’s house alongside a major upgrade.

ICT has been a major

theme for investment

over the last few years. All

classrooms now have a

digital projector, allowing

teachers to incorporate

Internet use and a wide

variety of media into their

lessons. Where necessary

interactive whiteboards

have been installed,

allowing even more

creative teaching methods

to be used. A new ICT

suite was created in an annexe to the Library this summer to allow group teaching and

to complement the existing intensive facilities in the Modern Languages department in

The Grove. The use of wireless hubs has allowed us to extend access to the Internet to

most corners of the School, and boys can use their laptops online in their studies or in

the classroom to research and prepare material. Our view is that ICT is only one of many

tools available to the teacher to enrich and enliven the learning experience – but it is an

important tool and we must invest to prepare our pupils fully for the challenges of life

after Sherborne.

Other major projects in 2006 include the completion of the Sports Centre upgrade and

the extension of Willows, the School shop. The Biology Laboratories have been gutted

and re-fitted with state of the art equipment, including interactive whiteboards. The

extension to Lyon House that I mentioned last year has been completed, and the House

Tutor is in residence in his new home. We have gently restored and upgraded the interior

of the Old School Room, with particular emphasis on the heating and lighting, and future

dinners there should be more comfortable as a result.   

Over the next few months

Governors and Staff will be

reviewing the Development

Plan for the School as a whole

and looking at the long

term requirements of the

building programme in the

context of academic, sporting

and cultural developments.

Exciting times! 

Margaret McKenna – Bursar

Careers Department

We covered a vast amount of ground in

2005-06. We extended our programme of

individual interviews to include all Lower

Sixth Form boys in January and all Upper Sixth Form boys

in September.  Each boy now has five interviews from the

Fifth to the Upper Sixth Form, although most of our

work continues to be done on a ‘drop in’ basis. We have

also implemented a new series of sessions on Careers

Education as part of the Third Form Tutorial, where a

session on gender stereotyping of career areas provoked

particularly lively discussion.

Our two major events are the Careers Convention in

February and the Higher Education Forum in May for

Lower Sixth Form boys (the latter for their parents,

too). The contribution of Old Shirburnians to these is

immense: it is no exaggeration to say that their first-hand

experiences of the worlds of work and Higher Education

can have life-changing effects. We are very grateful to

those who helped this year.

In addition to taking all Lower Sixth Form boys on a

university visit, and smaller groups to Oxford and

Cambridge, members of the department visited over

thirty UK universities in 2005-06, to attend conferences,

speak with admissions staff and students, and develop our

files of photographs.  I have had the pleasure of renewing

acquaintance with Old Shirburnians on a wide variety of

campuses, and their insight, ranging from Photography at

Falmouth to Medicine at Leicester, has been invaluable.

Moreover, our two annual surveys of Old Shirburnians

who are recent or current students offer the most

important evidence for challenging the over-reliance on

‘brand name loyalty’ among many boys and parents.
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The number of students within a tutorial, for instance, ranges from six to thirty

across different departments at one ‘leading’ university. Fruitful partnerships have

been developed with colleagues outside the department: the Head of Learning

Support has visited Learning Support departments at two universities; Adrian

Ballard has run increasingly popular Presentation Skills courses; and sessions on

A Level and HE choice at the International College are to be repeated. We have

enjoyed considerable support from Senior Management, most notably in securing

administrative help from Lorraine Clarke. This has ensured that we offer an

uninterrupted presence in the department during lunchtime and that Fiona Harrall

may utilise her professional training more fully.

2006-07 is Rob Lloyd’s last year in the department. Unfortunately, I do not have

space here to pay proper tribute to his exemplary enthusiasm, concern for detail

and focus on the individual. Our best tribute to his huge contribution to this area

of pastoral work is to attempt to match him. I am delighted that we shall be

joined in 2006-07 by Patrick Francis, whose recent experience as Housemaster is

invaluable; Iain Smith and John Storey, recent graduates of Cambridge and

Oxford, who will oversee those applications; and Mark Thurman, who will

supervise Fifth Form Work Shadowing.  One of our main objectives for 2006-07

is to inform those within the School discussing IB, about the implications for IB

students’ university applications.
Philip Rogerson

OSCAR
The OSS is continuing to help many current and past Shirburnians via our

Careers Network (OSCAR). It would however be naïve of us to believe that the

network always works to the desired standard and it is due to the fantastic

support that we receive from OS willing to offer advice, work experience and

work placements, that we have achieved the current level of success.  With the

help of the Careers Department and the Foundation, we have pinpointed some

areas where we can make the service more effective, such as making current

pupils aware of how we can help at an earlier stage in their sixth form

development. This will enable us to contact those who may be able to help with

placements before those available places have been filled by others. We are also

ensuring that potential candidates are aware of the importance of their own

input and that the network is not regarded as a soft option to find work.

On the positive side, we have had many gratifying successes with work

experience placements being found in a wide-ranging spread of career sectors

ranging geographically from the City of London to the wilds of Borneo. In several

cases, the work experience has led to the offer of permanent employment.  

As a 2006 Leaver with an interest in sales and marketing I decided to get in touch

with the OSS office, who I heard had initiated OSCAR, the scheme which enables one

to be put in touch with OS who are willing to offer work experience and career

advice.  I asked them if they could help me find work experience over the summer,

which they did.

I gained a fascinating insight into two very different organisations. At Haymarket

Publishing I was shown the range of their work, from media sales to the creation of

marketing publicity, for publications such as F1 magazine and Autosport.  I also saw

how a photographic studio works with the demands of a high volume magazine

publisher. 

This work experience led on to marketing and account management of fast moving

goods, and I was invited to join the team at Diageo, the drinks manufacturer, as they

planned the marketing strategy for St Patrick’s Day 2007 for Guinness and other

products. I was also given the opportunity to witness contract negotiations with

clients.

This has been a fascinating summer – I am hugely grateful to Simon Tindall

(g 51-56) and to Dave and Jonny Morgan (m 92-97 and 95-00) for inviting me into

their respective organisations, for their hospitality and for giving me this chance; and

to the Old Shirburnian Society for all their help and guidance. 

Camila Batmanghelidjh (Sherborne School for
Girls, 1978), director and founder of the children’s

charity Kids Company, was the guest speaker at this

year’s Steven Lawn Memorial Lecture. She spoke movingly

about her work helping disadvantaged children with

emotional and behavioural difficulties, many of whom have

slipped through the social services net.

Tim Crowley (b 01-06) 
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Steven Lawn Lecture

Steven (m 87-91) was killed in the

Twin Towers tragedy of 2001 and

his family chose to honour his death

by arranging lectures on 11th

September each year.  

Shattered Lives: Children

who Live with Courage     and

Dignity

by Camila Batmanghelidjh 

Publisher: Jessica Kingsley 

ISBN: 1843104342



Sherborne House
Bermondsey

Sherborne House has blossomed over the

past year, as the new occupiers of the

building in Bermondsey – Kids Company –

have used it to its full potential. Visitors to the

building are now greeted by a colourful, lively

atmosphere with a wide range of activities going on

at all times. 

Many of these activities are part of the Urban

Academy, which has been established by Kids

Company at Sherborne House to provide

educational and life skills training for young people

who would otherwise miss out on these

opportunities. Among the many courses offered at

Sherborne House are literacy, computer skills,

drama, fashion, driving lessons, film production and

business skills. This new use of the building has also

led to some improvements in the facilities available:

for example, new computer equipment has been

provided by a number of City firms. 

As well as providing the building where these

activities take place, Sherborne House Trust

continues to support directly the work of the

Urban Academy, and in particular the Music

Academy which provides opportunities for young

people to develop their skills in songwriting,

performing, D J-ing and other aspects of the music

business. 

Partly thanks to the support of Sherborne House,

Kids Company is now helping more than 5,000

children in south London, many of whom have

suffered abuse or been rejected from schools. Kids

Company’s founder Camila Batmanghelidjh was

recently recognized as ‘Woman of The Year’ and

her book Shattered Lives has been very well

received. The relationship established by

Sherborne House has also helped the development

of links between Kids Company and the schools in

Sherborne, and Kids Company was this year’s

chosen charity for the Lent fundraising. Due to the

continuing generous contributions from Old

Shirburnians, the Sherborne House Trust has also

been able to offer grants to a number of other

charities working with young people in London

during the past year.
James Nurton (m 87-92)

Auschwitz 2006

Following the previous Auschwitz trip by Rhys Brennan (a 05) and Tim Ballingal

(a 05) two years ago, Sherborne was again invited to be a part the Holocaust

Educational Trust’s Lessons from Auschwitz programme. Sebastian Ross (a) and I

volunteered. After an

introductory talk, we set

off with Mr Warren to

London, the night before

our flight, not really

knowing what to expect.

We arrived in Krakow early

in the morning, in bitterly

cold weather, and took the

hour-long bus journey to

Auschwitz I. 

Auschwitz I itself was

a disused barracks, a

complex of maybe twenty

brick buildings laid out in a grid. We were introduced to our local guide, who had lost her

parents in the Holocaust.  The tour started with the now infamous Iron Gate entrance,

bearing the legend ‘Arbeit Macht Frei’ – work will make you free.  But no amount of work

could improve your chances of freedom from the death camps of the Nazis, or even help

survive it. The tour guide reminded us that 70,000 of those who entered through these gates

would never leave. The atmosphere of the camp was quite chilling. It looked very simple,

purpose-built, and its scale was larger than either of us had expected. Auschwitz I was the

smallest of the death camps, designed to hold more than 13,000 people. But, by 1942, the

fanatical zeal of the SS in catching those they considered to be threats to the greatness of

Nazi Germany, namely the Jews, the disabled, homosexuals and gypsies, led to 20,000 people

being crammed in. We were shown the grizzly remains of those who were killed, and the

shoes, glasses and hair, kept in huge glass tanks. These objects, far more than the figures,

showed the full scale of the tragedy. The sight of more than 100,000 shoes, stored in one

room, made us feel truly shocked.

We also visited the execution yard. Here prisoners, who were thought to merit individual

‘treatment’, met their tragic fate.  Most were shot against a wall that is still there today. Then

we were shown the cells where even worse fates awaited those imprisoned: starvation,

suffocation or hanging. There followed a short remembrance service taken by the Rabbi,

who had accompanied us; and then we departed, feeling very shaken, on the way to

Auschwitz II. Auschwitz II, Birkenau, was very different. If Auschwitz I was large, Birkenau

was colossal. It was constructed simply because the smaller camps could not exterminate the

prisoners quickly enough. It lies in over 25 square kilometers, and contained more than 1.5

million prisoners at its peak.  We walked through the watchtower entrance and the scale of

it had an immediate impact. All you could see in every direction were rows and rows of

chimney stacks, all that was left of most of the barrack huts. 

We were shown around some of these huts and

were told of the terrible conditions under which

the prisoners had to live. Three to a bed and

windowless. We were lucky to be wrapped up

warm in temperatures well below zero.  But the

prisoners wore only thin cotton prison outfits, and,

as a result, thousands died in the winter at night-

time. The lavatories were simple concrete seats

with holes, which prisoners were forced to clean

out. The tour ended at the site of the gas chamber

where more than a million prisoners, over three

quarters of those who had entered the camp, met

their deaths. Another short remembrance service

took place, and then we walked away down the

train tracks that led to the exit. 

The experience was really disturbing, and will be

one that neither Seb nor I will ever forget. 
Benedict Carling (a)
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Paintings and Drawings of The Courts

Alarge number of good paintings and drawings of the School Courts exist, many by Old Shirburnian artists. The ever-changing textures and colours

of the beautiful School buildings, with the Abbey acting as a magnificent backdrop, have inspired generations of artists and poets over the years.

Artists and Pictures

Francis Philip Barraud (1824-1901) 

Francis Barraud was a watercolourist and

landscape painter. He was also a partner of

Lavers, Barraud and Westlake, an English firm

that made stained glass windows.  His painting

of the Courts illustrates the traditional scene,

boys and masters congregating during break,

with the Abbey featuring in the background.

The painting shows two local merchants, Tuffins

and Lintern, dispensing their wares, ‘Dorset

Stodgers’ (still available in the Town today) and

oranges boiled to increase their size, to the

boys.

John Doyle MBE, RWS (g 42-45) 

An artist specialising mainly in watercolours.

He was President of the Royal Watercolour

Society from 1996-2000; previous holders of

this coveted position have included Turner and

Russell Flint. He is widely known for his

pictures of many of the Oxford and Cambridge

colleges. He was commissioned to paint a

picture for Pope John Paul II on his visit to

England in 1982.

Winton Aldridge, ARIBA (c 20-25)   

An architect who also painted in watercolours.

He was a member of the well- known Wapping

Group and specialised in images of the River

Thames and the Port of London.

Bill Anstice Brown (g 42-46)

Bill was the School’s Director of Art from 1953-

1967.  He was a pupil of Ruth Gervis, who was

the ‘Art Master’ during and after the War.  She

considered Bill to have been the best pupil she

ever taught. He painted widely in the Sherborne

area and in his favourite city Venice, which he

visited regularly. He successfully brought

Sherborne and Venice together in a series of

paintings, the first of which shows the School

Courts incorporated into Venice fantasies.

Andrew Stock, SWLA, RE (b 73-78)

Andrew was mostly self-taught, but was also

encouraged and inspired by the wildlife artist,

Peter Scott. He is currently Honorary Secretary

of the Society of Wildlife artists.

Eric Baker, RA (Hon OS, Staff 72-80)

Eric taught Art at the School for nine years

(Andrew Stock being one of his pupils). He

painted mainly in and around Sherborne.

Perhaps his best picture was his portrayal of the

Courts in winter. This was accepted by the

Royal Academy for their Summer Exhibition,

and was sold. A print of the original was

recently used for the School Christmas card.

Edward Dawson (born 1941)   

It is not known how his picture of ‘Speeches in

the Courts’ came to be commissioned. Edward

Dawson became quite a well-known artist, who

lived near Sherborne. The original is now in a

private collection.

Jim Gibb (Hon OS, Staff 48-80)

Jim spent much of his time drawing, painting and

writing on the local history of the Town and

the School. His meticulous research and

incomparable local knowledge, imparted in his

writings and drawings, have provided an

invaluable legacy for all those interested in the

fascinating history of both ‘Town’ and ‘Gown’.

His book, Sketches of Sherborne School, features

several illustrations of the Courts, past and

present.  Prints of his work can be bought from

Sherborne Museum.

Bernard Cecil Gotch (1876-1964)

His picture of ‘School House’ is in a private

collection and was bought from the Fine Art

Society in 1928. Bernard Gotch lived in

Winchester and Bath and was a member of a

well-known West Country family of artists.

Leslie Worth, PPRWS, RBA, OBE (born 1923)

Leslie Worth is a well known watercolourist.

He was a friend of former Headmaster, Robin

Macnaghten, who had a passion for

watercolours.

He was commissioned by the Governors to

paint a picture of the School, as a leaving

present for Robin.  While most artists choose

the view of the Courts which incorporates the

Abbey, Robin preferred one showing the

Chapel, as seen from the Old School Room.

William Cooper, RWA (Hon OS, Staff 52-83)

Bill Cooper (RWA) was Housemaster of

Westcott House (66-81) and a Governor

(83-93). He became interested in art when a

Cambridge undergraduate. He has enjoyed a

long association with the Royal West of England

Academy in Bristol, which culminated in a

retrospective exhibition of his work there last

summer.  His large collage of ‘The Courts’ is

now in the ‘School Collection’, earlier versions

of this have been reproduced as prints and

greeting cards.  His collages and oil paintings

have been exhibited in many UK galleries, and

are keenly sought after by collectors.  (Framed

prints of Bill’s painting of ‘The Courts’ are

available).

In 2007 we are hoping to stage an exhibition

of as many pictures of the School as we can

muster. We are very appreciative of all

those who have indicated that they would

be willing to loan their pictures. They have

also given permission for these to be

scanned, with a view to having prints made.

If you are aware of any other Sherborne

pictures, we would be delighted to hear

from you.
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Sherborne as a Film Location

Over the years the beautiful setting of the School and Town has attracted a number of film

companies to Sherborne. The 1948 version of The Guinea Pig was the first to be filmed.

It starred Richard Attenborough, Sheila Sim and Bernard Miles and was directed by Roy

Boulting, who was also one of the two co-writers, the other being Warren Chetham-Strode

(b 10-13).  It tells the story of a tobacconist’s son, who is sent to Saintbury Public School (Sherborne)

as an experiment.  In the constant social struggle, he is befriended by an idealistic tutor.

In 1951, the first screen version of Rattigan’s The Browning Version, directed by Anthony Asquith, was

released.  At its centre is the superb Michael Redgrave as public school master Crocker-Harris, stuck

with a job he despises and a loveless marriage with an unfaithful wife, played by Jean Kent.  Other

members of the cast included Nigel Patrick, Wilfrid Hyde-White and Bill Travers.  The second version

was filmed in Sherborne in 1994, directed by Mike Figgis – the major rôles were played by Albert

Finney, Greta Scacchi and Matthew Modine.

The MGM film production of Goodbye Mr Chips was directed by Herbert Ross in 1969 and starred

Peter O’Toole, Petula Clark and Michael Redgrave.  Although receiving mixed reviews, O’Toole, (who

won a Golden Globe award for his performance) and the film’s music, both received Oscar

nominations. During the filming it was rumoured that O’Toole entertained Robert Powell, the Chief

at that time, until the early hours, and arrived on set hopelessly late and considerably worse for wear!

The film version of John Le Carre’s (David J M Cornwell, h 45-48) A Murder of Quality, appeared

in 1991, with George Smiley investigating the mysterious death of a teacher’s wife amidst all the goings

on at Carne School (Sherborne). Denholm Elliott starred as Smiley in the main part, supported by

Ronald Pickup, Samantha Janus, Glenda Jackson and Joss Ackland.

Thirty years after they were made, some old black and white television films, made by John Betjeman,

were rediscovered. One of them entitled An Abbey Town of Golden Ironstone – a Town of Schools features

on DVD. On another occasion and on a lighter note, he makes reference in his two poems, Late Flowering

Lust and The Last Laugh, to the young women of Sherborne.

SKI

From Mrs Catherine Cosby, wife of Richard Cosby

(d 60-65) and mother of two current Shirburnians.

An organisation, ‘Ski 2 Freedom’, which undertakes to

link snow with disability, has been founded this year. As

the mother of a profoundly disabled daughter, and an

enthusiastic winter snow-sports supporter, I realised

that people, resorts, tourist authorities and

organisations, whose work is with disabled skiers,

wished to be linked and new opportunities realised.

One of the main projects is working with the Swiss Ski School in Château-d’Oex, which shares its ski

area with the neighbouring Gstaad/Saanenland. The aim is to offer therapy, relief and recreation for

people with disabilities through the provision of winter snow-sport activities.  

This winter I shall be working in Château-d’Oex with the Swiss Ski School to administer the project

and to explore ways in which we can actively promote what a wonderful and rewarding activity this is

for those who would not normally think they could participate. Our eldest son Max, in his final year at

Sherborne, will also be helping with the disability ski project.  We are hoping that a number of those

wishing to do something in their gap year will join us in subsequent years.

If any OS would be interested in learning more, I would be delighted to discuss projects with them. 

Catherine Cosby

T. 01460 72612  •  M. 07980 691372

catherine.cosby@ski2freedom.com 

Films @ Sherb
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George Weldon, OS - Orchestral Conductor

Beresford King-Smith (a, 1945-49) is the City of Birmingham Symphony

Orchestra’s Archivist and the author of its official history ‘Crescendo!’

A composer and choral conductor, he has worked for the CBSO in

various administrative posts since 1964, and is still its Honorary Archivist.

Arguably the most distinguished musician to have emerged from Sherborne

School, George Weldon was born on 5th June 1908 in Chichester, Sussex, the

son of Major Francis Harry Weldon and his wife Eveleen (née Campbell). An

accident of birth would affect his whole life: according to his friend, the

distinguished musician Dr. Ruth Gipps, ‘George was born with one leg

withered from the knee downwards. In a primitive operation, the ankle was

fixed at right angles and he was told he could

never walk without irons. So, he threw away the

irons.’ He always walked with a limp, and

intermittently experienced a good deal of pain

from his leg. Major Weldon died when George

was eleven and his sister thirteen; the family were

then living at Bexhill-on-Sea. In 1922, aged

fourteen, he entered Sherborne, where his

physical disability meant that he had plenty of time

in the afternoons to indulge his musical

aspirations while most other boys were charging

around the rugby field. 

In the first of two articles written in 1951 for The

Shirburnian, Weldon wrote, ‘When I was at

Sherborne, I distinguished myself by doing nothing

in particular, except perhaps in evading a

considerable number of the things that I was sent

to school for, in the interests of music!’ In the

same year, he told the musical journalist Donald

Brook that ‘his passion for the piano led to the

neglect of other studies and, on one occasion, this

became so blatant that he was forbidden to play

for half a term.’ Although music was something of an ‘add-on’ study at

Sherborne until the 1950s, George Weldon’s talents were certainly

encouraged; he gave several piano recitals, acted frequently as an accompanist

and was awarded the Halliday Music Prize in 1925, leaving the following year.

The logical ‘next step’ was for him to go to a specialist Conservatoire of Music,

so he enrolled at the Royal College of Music, where his principal piano tutor

was the Australian Arthur Benjamin, composer of the well-known Jamaican

Rumba. Later, he studied conducting, too, with W H ‘Billy’ Reed (Leader of the

London Symphony Orchestra and close friend of Elgar) and another

Australian, Aylmer Buesst. In 1928 Dr Malcolm Sargent took over the RCM

Conducting Class and soon conducting became Weldon’s main study and

interest. He learned a lot from his tutor, both about musical professionalism

(‘doing your homework’) and about the importance of personal appearance

and communication with the audience.

Shortly after leaving the Royal College, Weldon was appointed conductor of

two orchestras: the somewhat grandly named Royal Tunbridge Wells

Symphony Orchestra and the Newbury Symphony Orchestra, both of which

used a mixture of good amateurs and semi-pro players; he also worked

regularly with the Hastings Municipal Orchestra. These afforded him

wonderful opportunities to expand his repertoire and learn his craft ‘on the

job’. A conductor – unlike a pianist or a violinist – cannot just go into his back

room and do any meaningful ‘practice’; he needs an orchestra, and,

furthermore, an orchestra which is willing to let him experiment on them to

some extent. If his disability ruled George out of most sports, it in no way

hampered him where driving fast sports cars was concerned, and in the 1930s

‘Gat’ Weldon (as he was known to the racing fraternity) became well-known

around the circuits, driving a Frazer-Nash and – later – a hand-built Atalanta.

In the summer of 1943, Leslie Heward, the hugely gifted conductor of the City

of Birmingham Orchestra, succumbed to TB, and Weldon, who had already

directed one or two wartime CBO concerts very successfully, was invited to

take over the CBO’s concerts for the ensuing winter season. He proved an

immediate popular success in Birmingham, where the orchestra (though it

operated only during the winter season at that time) had always been fully

professional, and the following year he was offered a long-term contract and

given the chance to re-audition the players, prior to an expanded CBO going

‘full-time’ from September 1944. At last he was in charge of a busy symphony

orchestra, and ‘his own boss’.

And ‘busy’ it certainly was! George Weldon’s personal Collins desk-diary for

1944 survives in the CBSO’s Archives. One night a week he designated as ‘Fire

Watch’ – even the Conductor of the City

Orchestra was not immune from such

responsibilities! – and he also undertook some

tours for ENSA, but from September 1944

onwards we find him working six days a week,

rehearsing and conducting CBO concerts in

Birmingham Town Hall and all around the

Midlands. George Weldon, always impeccably

turned out, had a good deal of personal charm,

and many admiring young ladies booked seats in

the gallery behind the orchestra in order to watch

their hero at work. A Miss Ethel Hatton was so

impressed by him that she kept a diary listing

every concert that Weldon conducted (with any

orchestra) during his Birmingham years (1943-

1951), and she bequeathed it to the CBSO after

her death.

To take just one year by way of example – 1946,

just 60 years ago – Weldon conducted 117

concerts in Birmingham and 103 elsewhere,

making a staggering total of 220 concerts in the

year, to which must be added rehearsal-days and

travel-days; no conductor these days would contemplate such a workload for

an instant. His repertoire was wide-ranging, though he particularly enjoyed

lively, colourful scores – Tchaikovsky, Dvorák, Elgar and the rest. Major

international soloists were happy to work with him and his orchestra – in

1946, for example, they included pianists Irene Scharrer, Myra Hess, Cyril

Smith, Kathleen Long, Leff Pouishnoff, Clifford Curzon, Moura Lympany,

Eileen Joyce, Noel Mewton-Wood, Louis Kentner, Denis Matthews, Mark

Hambourg – and so the list goes on.

Sadly, though undoubtedly the Birmingham public still loved him, by 1951 the

politicians and money-men who ran the CBSO began to feel that George

Weldon was ‘yesterday’s man’, and he was elbowed out unceremoniously in

favour of the Austrian-born Rudolf Schwarz. Sir John Barbirolli was so

incensed at Weldon’s treatment that he immediately appointed him as his

Assistant with the Hallé in Manchester, where he was to remain for some

years. After a short spell in musical charge of the Sadler’s Wells Ballet, he

became a successful freelance conductor, working and recording with many

orchestras, but never again would he have the artistic freedom that he had in

Birmingham during the late 1940s. 

He seems to have become a heavy drinker, and there is some evidence to

suggest that his death, as the result of an overdose of pain-killers – in Cape

Town, in August 1963 – was self-administered, during a spell of intense pain

from his gammy leg, but this does remain in dispute. 

Whatever the cause of his death, Sherborne can be proud to have produced

in George Weldon a fine musician, mention of whose name – in Birmingham,

at all events – still has a ring of excitement about it. The CBSO plans to mark

his centenary in June 2008 with a special concert; it would be nice if Sherborne

could mark it in some way, too – maybe the School could dedicate a music

prize in his name?

‘Gat’ Weldon, in racer-driver mode 
(Photo: Birmingham Sunday Mercury)
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It has been almost ten years since I have written

anything that requires a sentence to be properly

constructed so I have not found writing this easy,

by any stretch of the imagination. In previous

county cricketing seasons there was a reasonably

standard week-in, week-out routine which

involved a training and/or travel day before a four-

day game, then a limited-overs match on the

Sunday followed by a day-off.

This past season the stereotypical cricketer’s week

was turned upside down due to a fixture list that,

at times, seemed like it had been drawn randomly

out of a hat. As an example we had to leave

Yorkshire immediately after a championship game,

arriving at 3.00am in Croydon, in order to play a

one-day match against Surrey the same day.  

Our practice schedule was greatly affected by the

activities of our skipper, who has almost as many

off-field commitments as he does on-field (and

who is, also, a great believer in having a day off ...).

Hence cricket seasons are not conducive to

making short, let alone long-term, commitments,

as Charlie Warren has found to his frustration

when I have contacted him at the last minute to

pull out of a Pilgrims Cricketer Cup fixture.

Most training sessions last a couple of hours and

finish in time for lunch, which is always jacket

spuds with bits and bobs. If guys are happy with

their morning’s work then they will head home to

prepare for the next day’s game – a lot of us,

however, will stay on to do some throws or work

with a bowling machine during the afternoon. We

all have different routines – Nic Pothas hits more

balls than anyone I’ve ever come across; Michael

Brown is constantly getting people to feed balls to

him on the bowling machine indoors, and Michael

Carberry will bat and bat and bat unless someone

reminds him that others are waiting. Whereas

Dimi Mascarenhas will drill a few throw-downs to

keep himself in touch, and our famous leg-spinner

will roll out a few leggies and wrong ‘uns, and then

turn to some gentle seamers to keep his shoulder

reasonably supple. If we have an away game we

will jump on the coach having stocked up on a

variety of newspapers/magazines/DVDs, food and

drink to keep us amused. As soon as the coach is

on its way, a poker school starts up which nearly

always becomes the centre of attention. On any

journey lasting more than a couple of hours, we

tend to stop at a services where a number of lads

buy out the KFC; the manager empties the pic ‘n’

mix aisle and Sean Ervine spends the whole break

using up any coins he can find in a vain attempt to

complete ‘Time Crisis’ or ‘House of the Dead’. The

evening before an away game is traditionally spent

by the old campaigners in a curry house. The

overzealous health-conscious ones will find

somewhere more up their street and head back

for a protein shake or (legal) supplement of choice,

while Warnie will head to anywhere he can get his

hands on cheese nachos or margherita pizza. Back

at the hotel, the senior players have their own

rooms and the remainder share twins, with the

openers and the snorers always put together.

On match days, as on practice days, there is a

range of routines that everyone goes through.

James Bruce is nearly always the first to arrive. If

anyone beats Brucey, it will be Nic Pothas who

goes upstairs to the indoor school to hit some

balls. I try and arrive in good time so I can sort my

gear out and still have time to read through the

sports sections of the papers. Other lads arrive

and head straight for breakfast in the dining room.

The changing room rapidly descends into chaos

with kit spread all over the place, and people

queuing up to see the physio to be strapped up

and/or get some painkillers. 

If we bat and the weather is fine, the lads will sit

on the balcony and watch, read papers, attempt

crosswords. The skipper will work through

mountains of post, signing anything and everything

and yet he doesn’t seem to miss anything that

happens out on the pitch. Another source of 

interest is any new kit/clothing/bats that arrive and

there is always an amazing amount of time spent

comparing the bats that we have received from 

our respective kit suppliers. Most of the lads pick

up SKW’s bats and try to persuade him to let them

have one (I have to say I have never used better

bats).

At the end of the day we try and spend some time

in the bar with the opposition but this depends on

when play finishes (overs are never completed on

time) and how far away the opposing team is

staying.  When the match has ended, the captains

will encourage the opposition to join us in the

home dressing room, though again this can

depend on the result and in what spirit the game

was played. As you can imagine there were not

too many post-match beers shared with the

Sussex boys following the rather tempestuous

games a season or so back.

Cricket seasons always start with a bang – the

excitement of a new year, seeing familiar faces

who have been away for the winter, new kit and

training gear and possibly a pre-season tour. Then,

depending on the fortunes of the team and one’s

own individual form, it can be a roller-coaster of a

ride right through to September, and the end of

the season. Then most of us get bored working

during the winter and spending all our summer

money, and we cannot wait for April and the

dawn of a new season.

James Adams (c 94-99)

Life of a County Cricketer

James Adams made his debut for Hampshire in 2002 having represented England at Under-15 and

Under-19 level. He was named ‘Hampshire Young Player of the Year’ for 1998. He was awarded his

county cap by Shane Warne last season, after scoring over 1000 runs, which included 262 not

out v Nottinghamshire, and a fine unbeaten 168 against Yorkshire, providing the main platform in

Hampshire's unlikely win when chasing 404 runs for victory.
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The Shell House

Hidden behind a wall in the centre of Sherborne, in the

former Harper vegetable garden, is a small circular

building with a conical thatched roof.  It was probably a

dovecote until, around 1750, its interior was transformed into an

exquisite octagonal room with seven alcoves, a domed ceiling and

decoration of breathtaking elegance and sophistication.  The

designs are mainly created with local shells but incorporate quartz,

glass, fine strips of lead resembling ribbon and elaborate

plasterwork.  Its remarkable survival has led to the ‘Sherborne

Shell House’ being described as a treasure of national importance.

After 250 years the structure

was showing dangerous signs

of deterioration and a

conservation programme was

devised. To celebrate the

completion of Phase I, a

seminar was held in

September 2006.  It was a

great occasion for members

of the Dorset Gardens Trust,

the architect Michael Carden

(a 47-52) and Nimbus

Conservation co-founded by

Adam Daybell (h 79-83), key

figures in the success of the

scheme, to meet a number of

experts in garden history and

buildings and an audience enchanted by the Shell House and the

illustrated talks which explained its context.

Research has yet to reveal who built the Shell House and to which

Cheap Street House it originally belonged. After changing hands

many times, the walled garden and Shell House became attached,

in the 1870s, to the house which is now Harper and subsequently

owned by the School. As its current guardians, the Governors have

been extremely supportive of the conservation work. We hope to

fund Phase II through grants and donations and encouraged by

response to the seminar, we are planning a second event to take

place on 31st March 2007. Please contact Mrs Olivia Eliot through

the OSS Office, oss@sherborne.org for further information.  

Sherborne School Foundation

Boissier Wing 
of Lyon House
The completion of our first joint School

and Foundation project was marked with

the opening of the Boissier Wing of Lyon

House on 11th November. Many donors

and the family and friends of Peter and Jo

Boissier attended.  

Their son Paul and daughter

Wendy unveiled a plaque. The

morning also included a

service in the Remembrance

Garden created by the boys of

Lyon House in 1946.  

The Boissier Wing includes a

tutor’s flat and six additional

single study bedrooms for

senior boys. 

Travel and Tour Bursaries
The first travel and tour bursaries have been given to four boys who are top

sportsmen and were on both the French rugby and South African cricket tours in

2006. Without this help from OS, who have supported this fund, these boys would

not otherwise have been able to go. 

Andrew Yorke Sailing Training Fund
The first four boys to receive the Andrew Yorke Sail Training Awards have

undertaken an instructor course over the summer holidays, and are now able to help

in the training of young sailors in the School.

Foundation Giving Report
The Foundation published its second Giving Report, outlining the achievements for

2005/06 and some of the plans for the coming year. It also lists the projects the

Foundation has been involved in, and is a way of thanking our supporters for their

loyalty. Please do not be concerned if your name has not appeared in the donor list,

as it runs from July to July.

Olivia Eliot



Scholarships and Bursaries
The Foundation continues to support a number

of boys in the School through its bursary and

scholarship fundraising. This will be a key area for

support in the future. 

Six boys who are in the School or have recently

left have been fully or part funded by Foundation

donors.  They are all high achieving boys who are

proud to be part of Sherborne and its traditions.

Annual Fund
The Annual Fund is now entering its fourth year.

New projects include: portable floodlighting; Art

residences; as well as the final phase of the

development of the Art School, namely the

creation of a ceramics and screen printing area.

Other projects that remain in the Annual Fund,

and are very popular with donors and the boys

alike are: the personal development fund and

high flyer fund; and the travel and tour bursaries

which, as you will see above, are already in wide

use.

Events
The Foundation has hosted events for many of

its supporters including the 1550 and King

Edward VI  Society’s annual dinner held on board

HMS Belfast, and the Bow Society annual lunch at

the Honourable Artillery Company, which saw its

largest turnout of members since its creation in

1998.

The American Friends of Sherborne Inc.

continues to be a great supporter of our work in

the US, under the ever-determined leadership of

Tim Hunt (g 45-49). They held a meeting in

October. 

Adrian Ballard

New Addition to the Team
Many of you will have talked to Janet Dean

who has joined the Foundation team while

Stephanie Sanchez de Muniain has been on

maternity leave. You will be pleased to hear

that Stephanie gave birth to a 7lb 15oz son,

Joselin, in August. 

Living The Dream
Charles York Miller (f 81-86) owns a real estate business in Jarnac, the home of Courvoisier

in the heart of Cognac country (the sunniest region in France after the Côte d’Azur). 

If any Old Shirburnians are considering either a permanent move to the Charente or buying

a holiday home here, please contact Charles to find out how he can help with the entire

process.  Accommodation etc., can be arranged for house-hunting trips.

E. charles@charente-immobilier.com   W. www.charente-immobilier.com

Adventurous Appetites Ltd
Jock Fraser (c 89-94) runs a tourist service in Madrid taking people off the

tourist track to experience the authentic ‘Madrileño’ ambience. Adventurous

Appetites will take you to sample traditional Spanish cuisine in some of the

hidden corners of central Madrid, helping with language difficulties, advising

on local specialities and imparting interesting local facts about the tradition,

history and myths of Madrid. 

T. 0034 639 331 073 

E. tours@adventurousappetites.com   W. www.adventurousappetites.com

El Caracol
Situated less than an hour by car from Madrid Airport, in the heart of the National Park of

the Sierra de Guadarrama, is this six-bedroom rural retreat, sleeping up to thirteen guests.

This spacious stone residence offers spectacular views of

the highest peaks of the mountain range as well as access to

the river Lozoya that runs behind the estate’s seven acres.

For further information, please visit the website or contact

Mrs Stephanie Sanchez de Muniain in the Foundation Office: 

E. ssanchez@sherborne.org  W. www.elcaracol.net

Rudley Mill Farm
Simon Wallace (b 47-51) runs a B&B at his farmhouse two miles

outside the village of Hambledon in Hampshire, conveniently close

to the Portsmouth Ferry Port, and the cities of Southampton,

Winchester and Chichester.  For further information, please

contact him via email, or visit his website.

T. 02392 63289

E. enquries@rudleymillfarm.co.uk  W. www.rudleymillfarm.co.uk 

Alistair Hall (c 86-91) runs his own graphic design studio specialising in print based graphic

design; anything from identities to books to catalogues to posters.  

T. 020 7737 3580 M. 07712 836957

E. heythere@we-made-this.com  W. www.we-made-this.com

Family History Research
A wonderful present – Caroline Harden has both the experience and

the software to compile your family tree.  If you would like further

details, please do not hesitate to contact her on:

T.  01300 345275  

E. caroline.harden@btopenworld.com 

Small Ads
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1981 Year Group Reunion

The 1981 year group celebrated their 25th anniversary of leaving Sherborne with a party

at the Cavalry and Guards Club in October. They had done an excellent job in getting in

touch with each other to ensure a really good turnout and then proved that their talents

were not restricted to this by demonstrating their ability to party!

It was a great evening and the OSS is especially indebted to Stephen Rees-Williams (h) and

Howard Gill (f) for all their help.

Abbey House 
Dinner 2006

Back in the summer

of 2005 Mike Rearden

(58-62) suggested that

an Abbey House Dinner was long

overdue. Mark and Gillian Pryor,

who have been running Abbey

since 2004, kindly agreed to host

the event in the Oak Room in

the House. This proved an

atmospheric setting for a very

happy occasion which was

accompanied by plenty of wine,

conversation and laughter.

During the speeches, Mark, as the current Housemaster, gave the OS an insight into how a

modern boarding house now operates and the Headmaster gave a tribute to the huge

contribution that Abbey House has made to life at Sherborne over the years, especially having

four OS Housemasters (no other House has more than one). Neil Fair (b 47-52) replied most

amusingly on behalf of the Old Boys. We had a rendition of The Carmen and then, under strict

instructions from Mike Rearden and others, but with great trepidation on my part (I wondered

if anyone would know it) we sang the Football Song. I need not have worried – I believe that the

chorus could be heard in Yeovil! A great evening and a repeat fixture is already pencilled in

for 2009.

The Digby Reunion

Adinner was held at The Digby in June to

celebrate Alistair and Pauline Morgan’s

fourteen years in charge of the House.

All of those who were in the House during Alistair’s

reign were invited and many took the opportunity

to attend and express their appreciation of all that

the Morgans have achieved. The sun smiled on us

and the pre-dinner reception was held in The

Digby’s beautiful garden after which we enjoyed an

excellent dinner rounded off with entertaining

speeches from both the Headmaster and Alistair

himself.

Guernsey Reception 2006

It was tempting fate when I wrote in the last

edition of this Record that the Channel Islands

always seem to lay on their best weather for

the visits of the OSS.  As we spent a long May day

at sunny Southampton Airport, the Headmaster

and I gradually began to despair of the chances of

the fog lifting sufficiently in Guernsey to allow in a

single flight that day.  However, at five o’clock our

flight was finally called and all was well.

The wait was highly worthwhile. A blend of OS and

past and current parents ensured an evening spent

in excellent company highlighted once again by the

wonderful hospitality of John and Mary Hallam.  
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Lyon House Dinner 2006

The 2006 Lyon House Dinner was held on 12th May, the eve of OS Day. A lovely May evening allowed us to have pre-dinner drinks in the garden before

over 70 OS and guests, including four Housemasters (past, present and future) and their wives, sat down in the Sweathouse for dinner.  OS of all

generations were represented meaning that every Lyon Housemaster since 1914 had some of their protégées present. The Loving Cup was started on

its rounds by Ian Wilson (39-43) acting as ‘Father of the House’ for the evening, a position he shaded from David Anderson (39-44) by dint of having arrived

two terms earlier. The Headmaster, the OSS Secretary and Patrick Francis, the Housemaster, made speeches with Patrick summing up the considerable

achievements of the House in recent times. 

2006 was a particularly appropriate year for a Lyon House celebration as OS were able to thank both Patrick and Sue Francis in their final year in charge of

Lyon, and welcome Guy and Viola Brière-Edney who took over from September 2006. They carry the best wishes of all the Old Boys of the House.



Bristol Reunion

Richard Madley (a 70-75) hosted a

reception on 1st June for OS living in the

Bristol area. The reunion was held in the

Clifton showrooms of Dreweatt Neate who also

very kindly provided the wine. We enjoyed a

memorable evening attended by over 50 OS and

their guests. The star turn of the evening was the

wonderful food provided by Carolyn Madley and

Sarah Outhwaite, wife of Mark Outhwaite (h 70-75).

Junior History Day 2006

Following the success of Junior History Day in

2004, the Head of Department, Huw

Ridgeway, asked whether the OSS could

again invite Old Boys with experience of the war

years to participate in a seminar with the boys.

We received a fantastic response from the OS who

had attended in 2004, and, with only minor changes,

we assembled a similar panel, composed of OS who

left between 1936 and 1947 and therefore

experienced the Second World War, either serving

in the Armed Forces or boarding at Sherborne.

Having lunched with the boys, they then split into

small groups for individual interviews. The day

concluded with a question and answer session in the

Westcott Room (Lower Library) where it was good

to hear the boys ask such a wide variety of highly

pertinent questions, which the venerable panel

answered in comprehensive fashion allowing the

Junior History Group a unique insight into Britain at

war.

Media Lunch 2006

The OS Media Lunch is

now a long-established

event in the OSS calendar

and continues to thrive under the

stewardship of Peter Moeller

(a 51-55). This year’s event on 19th

October was attended by the

usual blend of old hands

combined with new faces. The

Groucho Club once again provided

an excellent lunch and the usual

convivial atmosphere meant that

time raced past. One year,

perhaps, I shall manage to actually

catch my intended train home!   

If you work in a media related job (however loosely related) and did not receive an invitation,

please contact the OSS Office so that we can make the necessary amendment to your record to

ensure that you receive an invitation next year.

OS Day 2006

Our little band in the OSS Office spent our

traditional anxious pre-OS Day week

scanning weather forecasts to will

Saturday 13th May to put her best foot forward.

Our prayers were largely answered as, apart from

one small squall, the rain stayed away all day.  The

School Chapel saw us start the day in rousing

fashion before moving to The Upper where The

School hosted a reception and luncheon in a

marquee for all OS who left Sherborne prior to

1955.

Over 300 OS and guests were present. Adrian

Williams and his whole catering team have never

let us down and they rose to the occasion yet again

in providing a regal lunch. We were honoured with

the presence of some venerable Old Shirburnians including John Wiley (a 27-31), who had made

the journey from Holland to revisit Sherborne for the day.

Speeches from the Headmaster and OS President, Richard Morgan, promoted the convivial

atmosphere, which was in no way diminished by events taking place on the field of play where

Sherborne handed out a comprehensive beating to Marlborough.  
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‘Q’

2006 saw the 10th

Anniversary of

the founding of

‘Q’ and the event was once

more embraced with

enthusiasm by OS, all of

whose schooldays spent at

Sherborne were over 50

and, in many cases, over 60

years ago. The one sadness

this year was that ‘Q’s

founder, Sam Smart (a 41-

44) was unable to be there

on the day and did not see

the happy results of all

his hard work that make

this get-together such a

consistent success.

The morning symposium was a lecture by George Tatham

(Staff 89-03) on The Sherborne Mercury (Sherborne’s newspaper in

the 18th century), followed after lunch by two further symposia on

Sherborne’s famous poetical family, the Powys Brothers. The first

was a dramatised reading, led by Peter Foss and the second, a

lecture by Richard Perceval Graves. A service in the School Chapel

led by the Revd Gordon Woolveridge (a 41-45) was followed by

drinks and dinner, chaired by Chris Zealley (a 44-49) during which

old friendships were cemented and new ones made. 

There was a happy aftermath to this year’s ‘Q’. Completely

unbeknown to Sam, the members of ‘Q’ arranged a collection in

order that a presentation could be made to Sam to thank him for all

his efforts over the years. The response was overwhelming and is a

real measure of how fondly Sam is regarded by his peers. The

following week a signed print of The Courts, by the artist Bill Cooper

(Staff 52-83), was presented to Sam and his wife Diana, together

with a cheque.  

Publications
Marcus Cumberlege (d 52-56)

Jaia or Just as I am 

Publisher:  Jon Meyfroodt (June 2005) –  ISBN: D200569941

www.marcuscumberlege.com 

Daniel G Harris (h 29-33)

Observed Secretly-Northern Window 

Publisher: Helmsman Publications (March 2006)

ISBN: 0973744405

Aidan Hartley (e 78-83)

Wild Life: Adventures on an African Farm

Publisher: William Heinemann (July 2007)

ISBN: 0434013838 

Tim Heald (g 57-62)

Denis Compton: The Authorised Biography 

Publisher: Aurum Press Ltd (May 2006) 

ISBN: 1845130898 

John le Carré (h 45-48)

The Mission Song

Publisher: Hodder & Stoughton (September 2006) 

ISBN: 034092196X

David Payne (a 45-49) 

A Garland of Verse

Publisher: Dianthus Publishing Ltd (October 2006) 

ISBN: 0946604258

Hugh Pope (a 73-77)

Sons of the Conquerors: The Rise of the Turkic World

Publisher: Gerald Duckworth & Co Ltd (May 2005) 

ISBN: 0715633686

Roy Redgrave (c 39-43)

Colonel Daffodil

Publisher: Pen & Sword Books 

www.pen-and-sword.co.uk 

Richard D Ryder (a 53-59)

The Calcrafts of Rempstone Hall: The Intriguing History of a Dorset Dynasty 

Publisher: Devon Books (April 2005)

ISBN: 1841144568 

Julian Thompson (a 48-52)

The 1916 Experience: Verdun and the Somme 

Publisher: Carlton Books Ltd (March 2006)

ISBN: 1844424502 

Imperial War Museum Book of the War at Sea 1914-18 

Publisher: Sidgwick & Jackson Ltd (April 2005)

ISBN: 0283073543 

John Weston (h 51-56)

Chasing the Hoopoe

Publisher: Peterloo Poets (August 2005)

ISBN: 1904324282 

Ian Peter Windle (a 39-43)

Another World: The Life of William Windle 1818-1899 

Publisher: Pen Press Publishers Ltd (June 2004)

ISBN: 1904754414

OS Diary 2007
23rd February – London Universities Party

17th March – OS Cross Country - Sherborne

17th March – Pilgrims Hockey Dinner

18th March – Pilgrims Hockey Day

29th March – 1st April

Halford Hewitt Golf (Deal)

2nd May – Jersey Reunion (venue tba)

11th May – OS Presidents’ Dinner - Sherborne

12th May – OS Day – Gaudy 1956 -1965

May – OS Law Dinner – Gray’s Inn – DJM Jenkins (d 58)

10th June – 1st Round Cricketer Cup

Pilgrims v Eton Ramblers (H)

June Exeat – The Green House Dinner - Sherborne

11th October – OS Chartered Surveyors Dinner – RTYC

October/ Nov – 2002 Year Group Reunion

2nd November – 1982 Year Group Reunion

November – 1997 Reunion (Aragon House SW6)

November – OS City Dinner 
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Pilgrims

One of the most attractive features of

the Sherborne Pilgrims over the past

few years has been the strong influx of

new blood into the Club, with all sports boasting

good numbers of recent leavers. This is the way

that the Club will survive in the modern era

when time becomes all too short for sporting

pursuits, especially when the friendships forged

on and off the pitch endure – often between

those who were not close friends at School, or

possibly not even overlapping in their years at

Sherborne. 

The year past exemplified this, with another

generation of Shirburnians representing the Club

in good numbers. And it should not be forgotten

that anyone who is a member of the OS Society

can apply to become a Pilgrim, regardless of the

sporting standards reached while at Sherborne –

so please enter the fold if you are interested;

there is a warm welcome here.

The Club is under new leadership as David

Watney completed his three year term as

President in October 2006 and has been

succeeded by Philip Lough.

The cricket season saw two notable statistics –

one welcome, the other less so. Charlie Warren

scored a century in the first round of the

Cricketer Cup against (again!) the Rugby

Meteors, only the third by a Pilgrim in this

competition. Warren follows in the footsteps of

Bob Tozer and Ben Atwell; sadly, his batting

talents and his stewardship of the sport for the

Club will soon be lost to Australia when he

emigrates. He remains the first port of call for

2007, however, if you are looking to play some

cricket. 

The more unwelcome statistic comprises the

opponents to whom the Pilgrims lost in the

second round – while the Old Malvernians

thoroughly deserved their victory, it was the

seventh time in the past decade that the Club has

lost to one of the finalists in the Cricketer Cup.

Outside the competition, the Club’s results were

mixed but involved a good standard of cricket –

and much laughter.

Will Hargrove’s organisation of the rugby side

has finished after long and distinguished service;

if you are keen on pulling the old boots on again,

the new contact is Richard Hattam. There was a

most enjoyable hockey day in March 2006 when

Stephen Rees-Williams helped Jimmy Cheung to

raise two sides to play the School. It is planned

to repeat this in March 2007.

For those wishing to talk to a particular sports

manager or find out details about the Club,

contact details are set out on the back page.

Robert Hands (b 87-92)

Old Shirburnian Golfing Society

The great ambition of the Society has always been to win the Halford Hewitt. The semi-

finals were reached in 1954, 1991 and 2005. To reach the final the very next year was a

great achievement and undoubtedly the highlight, not only of this year but of all the years

since the Society was founded in 1929.

Lancing, Ampleforth, Cheltenham and Liverpool were all beaten by the same margin of 31/2-11/2.

The semi-final against Tonbridge, winners of the Cup for the previous two years, was to prove a

much sterner test. The match stood at 2-2 as the third pair went down the 19th. Ed Playfair holed

a 50 foot putt over several humps and hollows for a birdie three, and Tonbridge just missed for

a three from much closer. A champagne moment.

The final against Malvern, our first and their eighth, all depended on the same third pair who were

all square on the 18th tee. Our putt for a four slid by the hole, and Malvern holed for their four.

A great disappointment having got that far, but congratulations to Malvern who had tasted the

same disappointment in their previous seven finals.

The team was Rhys Francis (a 69-74) and Clive Martin (a 77-81) (who won their first five matches

to record a sequence of ten consecutive wins over the two years), Stuart Gillett (m 87-92) and

Nick Hyde (d 89-94) (who won all six matches), Hugo Ambrose (d 76-81) and Ed Playfair

(m 86-91) (with Philip Brown (m 86-91) playing instead of Hugo in the final two rounds), Peter

Martin (a 75-79) and Ashley Sumner-Pike (c 95-98), and Nick Aubin (b 77-82) with Nigel Whalley

(a 71-76).

In the Brent Knoll in March, we beat Marlborough, Clifton and Epsom, but lost to the Army in the

final. At the G L Mellin in July we won the first round against Lancing, before losing to Bedford.

We qualified for the Grafton Morrish matchplay in September but could not progress beyond the

second round.

The Society played 26 matches during the year, winning 10, losing 12 and halving four. The winners

of the major prizes at the three meetings were: Spring: Jonny Brock (f 81-86), Jonathan Godfrey

(d 94-99), Howard Gill (f 76-81) and Orme Webster-Smith (c 60-63); Summer: Michael Farley

(a 69-74), Jonathan Godfrey and Gavin Webb-Wilson (b 57-62); Autumn: Ed Elliot-Square

(g 91-94), Andrew Todd (c 89-94), Roddy Lane (a 53-57), Gavin Webb-Wilson and Nick

Chamberlin (d 56-61).

At the AGM in April, Bill Davis (a 53-57) was elected Captain, with Hugo Ambrose and Alan Gale

(f 60-64) as Vice-captains.

The Society is keen to welcome new members. Playing for the Society is great fun with matches

on a number of excellent courses.  To help younger members with expenses, there is a match

subsidy for those under 32. Please do not be afraid of asking what you could get out of becoming

a member, whatever your handicap or age.

Full details of membership and the subsidies are available from the Hon. Secretary, Howard Gill –

020 8946 8588 (H), 020 7863 8494 (O), 07788 628678 (M), hfgill@forsters.co.uk
Howard Gill (f 76-81)

Back row: Nick Hyde, Ed Playfair, Clive Martin, Nick Aubin, Ashley Sumner-Pike
Front row: Stuart Gillett, Nigel Whalley, Hugo Ambrose, Rhys Francis, Peter Martin
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Old Shirburnian Sailing Society

Another full calendar for the Old Shirburnian sailors, and it has been a

fun and varied 2006 for all involved in the Society.  The highlight of the

sailing year was undoubtedly success in winning the Charterhouse

Bowl in the Arrow Trophy competition which is described opposite, but there

have been numerous yacht and dinghy events, as well as some extremely

enjoyable events ashore. 

The Stanger Leathes dinghy racing series between (usually fairly recent) OS and

the School has continued, and these are always enjoyable occasions which are a

great way of building links between current and future members of the OSSS.  

Perhaps the social highlight of the sailing calendar in the summer was the

Midsummer Rally. Some excellent and sunkissed sailing in the Solent was followed

by the rafting up of four rather different boats, and over twenty OS and crew

crammed onto Chindit’s deck for Pimms on the Poopdeck, which was followed by

an excellent dinner at The George in Yarmouth. The 2007 rally will be from 30th

June to 1st July (tbc); no weddings please, more madness!  Unfortunately the

weather meant that the planned cross-channel rally could not take place, though

some good sailing was enjoyed in the Solent prior to a dinner in Cowes. 

Boat-owning OS and those OS with an interest in sailing (and of course those who

are interested in developing an interest!) are most warmly welcomed to the

Society and there are very often opportunities for crewing throughout the season

for those who are boatless. Please contact the Commodore, Nick Ware, at

nick.ware@chindit.co.uk for more information. 

Neil Duncan (g 91-96)

Arrow Trophy Yacht Racing - 2006

The Arrow Trophy originated in 1987 as a challenge from the Old

Harrovian Sailing Association to the Old Etonians to

participate in a series of match races.  Two years later Old Boys

from Sherborne and Winchester were invited to join in, and the event

had begun its growth.  In October 2006 some 18 teams took part,

representing leading schools such as Charterhouse, Cranleigh, Rugby

and Radley. 

The format is now well established: the racing is in the Solent in

identical Sun Fast 37s, chartered from Sunsail. These yachts are raced

with a crew of seven, and the close quarters racing calls for

considerable skill and coordination, particularly under spinnakers!  On

the Saturday all boats race together in a number of short sharp fleet

races. The top four boats from this then separate off on Sunday for

one-on-one match racing, whilst the remainder continue to battle for

fleet honours. In between, on the Saturday evening, there is a grand

dinner for all at one of the top yacht clubs in Cowes. This provides

ample opportunity to meet and mingle with friends and opponents

from other teams, and to test their ‘hospitality’ and staying power.  

For 2006 the OSSS entered two teams, a ‘Yoof Team’ (Sherborne 1) of

fit young hotshot sailors led by John Archer (c 91-96), and a

‘Gentlemen’s Team’ (Sherborne 2) assembled by your scribe, none of

whom were fit, young or hotshots.  Racing on the Saturday was brisk,

energetic and exciting.  The starts and mark roundings were always

closely contested, with much shouting but thankfully little boat-to-boat

contact.  When the day was over, the spinnakers repacked for the

umpteenth time, the spray subsided and the sweat dried, the

Sherborne results showed that although the ‘Yoof Team’ had just failed

to make the cut into the match racing, they were joint leaders with

Charterhouse in the fleet remainder.  And the ‘Gentlemen’? – well

they were just too exhausted to care where they were but glad to

have survived!

At dinner, spirits were

consumed and the

‘Gentlemen’ revived.

The racing crews were

joined by present and

past OSSS Presidents

Bob Macdonald (h 49-

53) and Bobby Reynolds

(f 41-45), together with

Commodore Nick Ware

(e 81-85) (who had

generously provided his spacious yacht as a committee boat and

dormitory). 

Sherborne 1 started the fleet racing on Sunday determined to get

ahead of Charterhouse. After a great race with positions changing

many times, it was Charterhouse first, Sherborne second. Damnation!!

For the final race the ‘Yoof’ started like greyhounds out of the traps,

whilst Charterhouse suffered under some accidental but entirely legal

tactical sailing by the ‘Gentlemen’. Result Sherborne 1 first,

Charterhouse third.  Game set and match to Sherborne! 

Home to much needed hot baths, absolutely exhausted, battered and

bruised, but what an outstandingly great weekend!

Peter Innes-Ker (a 61-66)

Teams
Sherborne 1: John Archer (c 91-96), Tom Beard (b 91-96), Tom Excell (e 00-05), Rob Gosling
(a 96-01), Michael Pope (a 99-04), Alec Russell (b 99-04), Ed Whipp (e 91-96)

Sherborne 2: Peter Innes-Ker (a 61-66), Angus Cater (c 65-70), David Drew (h 73-78), Michael
French (a 61-65), John Jordan (a 62-66), Owen Wells (f 70-74)
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Fives 2006
As far as I know this was the largest number of

Pilgrims ever to take to the Fives courts at one

time. It had been rumoured that secret training

camps had been set up at St Paul’s on Wednesday

evenings by at least four of the eight players, while

two had been regularly honing their skills on the

Sherborne courts.

On Saturday March 11th the eight Pilgrims

ventured on to the courts – on time, looking fit

and eager for the contest. A line-up including an

Oxford Blue, two past School champions and more

than adequate enthusiasts took on a depleted

School and ageing Staff side. The result was never

in doubt with Nick MacIver (f 89-94) and Toby

Dean (g 92-97) leading from the front; Richard

Green (f 71-76) and James Rogers (f 71-76)

showing that, like a fine claret, they just get better

with age; Dhugal Stokes (h 90-95) and Struan Coad

(h 90-95) taking up all the space on court; David

Kirk (a 00-05) and Nick Scorer (m 95-00) proving

that there is no answer to sheer pace. At the end

of the contest, 21/2 hours later, the Pilgrims won

comfortably 321-177. It was a great day. Let’s have

even more players next year! Mike Cleaver 

Hockey 2006
Sunday January 8, v Haileybury 

1st XI at Haileybury – Won 4-1 and drawn 3-3

Unfortunately, King’s Canterbury could not raise a

side so we played two matches against the College

1st XI. Both were played in good spirit and it was

an enjoyable afternoon even though the weather

was unkind.

Sunday March 19, at Sherborne 

Under-40s v School 1st XI – Drawn 4-4

Over-40s v Colts A XI – Won 3-1

Over-40s v Under-40s – Lost 0-2

Over-40s v School 1st XI – Lost 2-4

After the cold weather this was a marvellous day’s

hockey. The sun shone and there was hardly a

cloud in the sky. It was also helped by a large

number of players travelling to Sherborne.

This was a most enjoyable day, and our thanks go

to Rob Hill for laying on a great lunch and

organising the School sides, to the umpires for

their key rôle and, in particular, to Stephen Rees-

Williams (h 76-81), who gathered together a

considerable number of ‘senior’ players with

family and friends. Perhaps the spirit of the day is

best summed up by Stephen’s short report:

We had 18 players for the older guys that included

farmers (with no idea how to play in any refined

manner), we had entrepreneurs (that were all

mouth and trousers), three doctors, including one

surgeon who had no idea how he was going to

survive a tricky three hour vascular operation the

next day (no stamina, these medical types), a couple

of teachers and an IT guru, plus many more. We all

had a fantastic day. Thank you.

Squash 2005 – 06
The Pilgrims’ Squash team was once again

competing in the Londonderry Cup and continues

to get slightly younger and fitter, which is excellent

news, although it is sad to say goodbye to David

Leakey (b 65-70), whose knee has just about

finished his squash playing days (he may have

other ideas!). Jeremy Bishop (a 91-96) has joined

the squad and I am sure he will be a useful

addition to the team. 

We met Haileybury in the first round of the

Londonderry Cup and managed a clean sweep:

Nick Lamb (d 89-94), Al Robertson (f 88-93) and

Richard Bramble (h 81-86) all won 3-1, while

Patrick Macintosh (h 75-80) won 3-0, and the final

string was a walkover.

The next round was against Eton, who had beaten

us two years ago without losing a string.  With our

strenghened team, we narrowly lost 3-2. 

For the record: Nick Lamb and Tom Morgan (b 91-

96) both won 3-0, Patrick Macintosh lost 0-3,

Jeremy Bishop lost 1-3 and Al Robertson also lost.

This year we shall, once again, be competing in the

Londonderry Cup and will be playing against the

School in our annual match on Sunday 18th March.

We have also started two teams in the Dorset

League, based at the School courts, comprising

Pilgrims, staff and boys. If anyone is

interested in playing in any of these

competitions, please contact Nick

Lamb, the new manager.
Jonathan Powe (h 72-76)

Tennis 2006
Depressingly England rugby teams

rise and fall. Underpaid national

football managers come and go. But

with a consistency that rivals

England’s penalty outcomes, the

standard of the 2006 Pilgrims’ tennis

match against the School was as awe

inspiring as ever. This year the sun

was taking no exeat, no off-games

chit from the San this time, oh no;

with Rooney-like aggression it beat

down upon us throughout a

glorious afternoon. This allowed

the 12 tennis showmen to loosen

the shoulders and pull out all the

stops, with the ‘ooohs’ and ‘aaahs’

from the crowds ringing out across

the Upper during the rallies.

The courts were in fantastic

condition – our thanks must go to

David Ridgway for personally

rolling them the night before.

Anthony Dowdeswell (b 90-95)

and Toby Dean (h 92-97) finally

managed to convince the captain

that they were first pair material,

as they had only consumed

shandies at lunch; Nick and Tim

MacIver (f 89-94 and 90-95)

stomped their feet and held

their breath until second pair

was theirs. This left Henry

Densham (h 95-00) and Ed

Posnett (c 98-03) staring into

their Abbot’s Ales, sulking and

contemplating the tree stump

which greets those unwary of the third

court’s tramlines.

Years of House matches played in driving rain

have resulted in an iron will cemented into the

Pilgrim psyche, and whilst our fellow countrymen

capitulated in Portugal, our real heroes scrapped

desperately and managed to keep defeat at bay for

another year. The match ended, with players well-

tanned and craving for an isotonic Fosters. A

deserved draw, so, in Ashes terms, the urn is kept

safely in the Pilgrims’ cabinet until 2007. As ever,

the boys were the stars of the afternoon with all

sets played with huge enthusiasm. We all

endeavour to try and make what is for many of

the boys their last match as a Shirburnian a relaxed

yet entertaining one.

Tim MacIver (f 90-95)
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Jimmy Cheung (f 91-96) and Stephen Rees-Williams (h 76-81)

Rugby 2005 – 06
Last season was supposed to end with the

Champagne 10s but sadly that was cancelled.

This season it has been very hard to get

games as many clubs either can’t get sides or

are not keen to play on Sundays, which we

have to as so many Pilgrims players are

playing on Saturdays.

The one fixture so far this season was a new

one on March 19 away to Downside. The

game was played on their first team pitch in

front of a decent crowd on a windy but clear

day. Downside fielded a pack that must have

had a two stone per man advantage and as a

result the game was always going to be hard

for the Pilgrims. They defended very

courageously but the weight was just too

much on several occasions. Energy was also

expended in trying to run the ball out of

defence as the clearance kick was just not an

option. After conceding five tries, the Club

turned around 33-0 down. 

The clear aim at half-time was to ‘win’ the

second half, which was duly achieved with

the Pilgrims scoring four unconverted tries:

George Bramble (h&g 96-01) (two), Pedro

van Dunem  (g 95-00) and Jason Hutt

(m 96-01).  The final score ended up 45-20 to

Downside. 
Will Hargrove (h 89-94)
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Old Shirburnian Cross Country
Alumni Race 10th December 2005

Sherborne has some outstanding runners both

amongst OS and in the School. Our challenge for

some years has been to attract them to this five-

miles cross country match in sufficient numbers.

We have had some outstanding individual

performances from the likes of Rupert Waters

(b 85-87) (1st in 2001 in 27.31, 8th in 2003 in 28.30);

David Wrighton (h 83-88) (8th in 1997 in 28.53);

and Tom Robinson (g 93-98) (10th in 2002 in

29.09) but 2005 showed what we could do if we

could get a few more of our good young runners

to turn out. The day was bright and cold and the

going was as firm as it ever is.  Each runner battled

with their own demons but the result, with three

in the top 30, including two Pitt-Fords, was our

‘best ever’ – 3rd behind Winchester and Sedbergh.  

It should be said though that Winchester had six

out of the first eight and the slowest finished in

27.02!  That is an extraordinary result but it won’t

be like that every year.

Charlie Pitt-Ford (m 98-03, the elder brother)

finished 16th in 29.04, 30 seconds slower than in

2004, when he had been running full time at

Cambridge.  He was followed by Ed Pitt-Ford (m

00-05) 24th in 30.40.  David Kirk (a 00-05), another

new OS was 17 seconds behind in 28th place.

Matt Chataway, Chris’s son who was running as a

guest, was next in 32.13 (40th) followed by Tom

Hubbard (e 88-93) in 33.31 (59th) and Anthony

Brummitt (d 77-82) in 35.12 (68th).  It was very

good to see Jonathan Love (b 74-79) back after an

absence of some years who finished 81st in 37.15.

Interesting to note that he finished 44th in 1993 in

37.11 (‘Age shall not weary them’ . . .). Chris

Chataway (d 44-49) finished 86th in 38.19 (can he

be finally starting to slow down - is there hope?)

and Simon Leathes (a&m 61-65) and Tim Love (b

76-80) battled it out for 93rd and 94th respectively

(39.23 and 39.37) with Simon winning.

Results

King Henry VIII Trophy (Open): 3rd out of 11

Old Brentwood’s Trophy for Vets (40+): 4th out of 12

Chataway Cup for Vets (50+): 6th out of 7

Date for 2006: December 16 (provisional)

Match versus the School: 25th February

This match against the School was incorporated

into the Sherborne Trophy (a match against eight

other schools) which Sherborne hosts each year.  It

was a glorious day as we gathered in the grounds

of Sherborne Castle.  Ed Pitt-Ford was captain for

the first time and he had assembled a formidable

team.  Tom Robinson (a 91-96) ran a blinder to

finish second behind Ed Knudsen (g), who left in

the summer and will therefore be eligible for the

Old Boys match in December.  Ed Pitt-Ford was

8th, Simon Dawson (m 99-04) was 12th, and now

we come to a bit of controversy. John Storey, who

has been teaching at Sherborne for some years,

was eligible to run as an OS which he did.

However his was the pivotal position which led to

the OS victory.  If his position of 20th had been

disallowed the School would have moved up a

place, pushing David Kirk in 21st, down a place

giving the School five fewer points than the OS.

Piers Boshier (c 98-03) finished 31st followed by

Tom Fletcher (g 00-05) in 45th. Chris Chataway,

Charlie Pitt-Ford, Ed Pitt-Ford, Tom Robinson,

Rupert Waters and Angus Cater were all awarded

their OSXC Colours.

Alumni Race 9th December 2006

After the gales and rain of the week, Saturday

turned out bright, but the mud index on

Wimbledon Common was 9 out of 10.

We had a strong Open team with seven good

young runners but the Vets were sadly depleted

through injury and illness, with only Anthony

Brummitt in the over 40s and Angus Cater in the

over 50s. The standard in this five-mile race, which

starts over the first mile up a very gentle hill, but

gets progressively hillier, is very high. The winning

time by Joe Symonds of Sedbergh was 11 seconds

over 25 minutes. 5 minute mile-ing – for the

mathematically disadvantaged.

Four runners from each team scored and

Sherborne had its ‘best ever’ result (even better

than last year) with four runners in the first 21.

Charlie Pitt-Ford, fit from rowing at Cambridge,

came in 10th in 29.05 (1 second slower than

2005!); Ed Knudsen, 15th in 29.37; Ed Pitt-Ford,

17th in 29.52 which was 48 seconds faster than

2005; and Tom Robinson, 21st in 30.04, a minute

slower than his 2002 time, but still a very good

run. James Crombie (d 06), running for the first

time, was 34th in 31.09; Simon Dawson, 42nd in

31.34; Piers Boshier, 71st in 35.22; Anthony

Brummitt, 79th in 36.30; and Angus Cater, 94th in

39.43. 107 runners finished.

Winchester won the Open race, Sedbergh were

second and Sherborne third. If Sherborne want to

move up a slot we need to put four runners in the

top ten. I believe we can do that – we have the

talent.  The next race will be against the School in

Sherborne on March 17th 2007 (OS Captain: Ed

Pitt-Ford: pittfordte@sherborne.org) and the

Alumni race in 2007 will be on December 8th,

(Manager: angus.cater@sfs-group.co.uk)

Angus Cater (c 65-70)

Pavilion
Boards

The new boards in
the Upper Pavilion
are now completed
and are all in place, up
to and including the
2006 Cricket XI. The
resized boards ensure
that there is enough
space for future
cricket and rugby
team boards to be
hung for at least the
next fifty years.  If you
wish to see the new
boards in situ, you are
most welcome to do
so during a home
fixture when the
Upper Pavilion is
open.



Engagements
ASHFIELD, Nigel Bruce (d 88-93) to Miss Anna de Halpert 

DOWN, James Fraser (h 83-88) to Miss Patricia Potter 

FERGUSON, Edward Alexander de Poulton (b 91-96) to Miss Caroline Harris

HUGHES, Jeremy Rupert Toby (m 89-90) to Miss Charlotte Pols 

KAY, Oliver Philip (f 94-99) to Miss Catherine Kelleher 

LOXTON, Alastair Simon (m 89-94) to Miss Georgina Campbell

RAWLINGS, Simon George Michael (m 85-90) to Miss Isabelle F Gunner 

REES, David Benjamin (m 84-89) to Miss Alison Louise Barnett 

RICHARDS, George David Alexander (g 95-00) to Miss Claire Hunt 

ROGERS, Daniel Hugh (a 89-94) to Miss Kinvava Norman

ROGERS, Richard John (d 90-95) to Miss Tong Sun 

SHORT, Jonathan Henry Terry (d 94-99) to Miss Anna Marie Skinner

STONE, John Edward (a 91-96) to Miss Sarah Williams 

SYMINGTON, Patrick Edward (b 84-89) to Miss Janette de Villiers 

TINDALL, Peter Robert Gregorius (c 89-94) to Miss Charlotte Howard 

TRICKER, Simon James (f 91-96) to Miss Victoria Hutchinson 

VELLACOTT, Simon Charles (h 87-92) to Miss Lucinda Job

WALLACE, James Ian (c 89-94) to Miss Katy Mercer 

WALLER, Stephen William (a 91-96) to Miss Juliet Anna Horne 

WARREN, John William James (d 90-95) to Miss Laura Lee Whitford 

WRIGHTON, David Jonathan (h 83-88) to Miss Etta Palumbo 

Marriages
BROWN, Rupert Humphrey (h 83-87) to 
Emma Street on 2nd September 2006

JEAPES, Benjamin Patrick (h 78-83) to Kerstin Withinshaw on 22 July 2006

MALIM, George Richard Wentworth (b 90-95) to 
Patricia Burns on 31st March 2006

NEILL, Alexander Robert (e 88-93) to Hanna Elisabet Ucko on 3rd June 2006

WOOD, Jonathan Alexander Morrison (f 96-00) to 
Michelle Cherie Comline on 10th July 2004

Deaths
AGELASTO, Augustus (c 19-22) 1980s
AINSLIE, Derek (a 33-37) 1st August 2006
BALLANCE, John Christopher Reavely (h 47-50) 25th February 2006
BOWDLER, Martin Ralph (m & e 78-83) 8th May 2006
BRITTON, Greynvile William Marsh (Robin) (b 41-46) 29th July 2006
CAREY, Simon Henry Dundas Tupper (b 43-47) 22nd October 2006
COUTANCHE, John Alexander Gore (h 38-43) 19th October 2006
CRAIG, John Douglas (d 57-62) 10th September 2006
CUSTANCE, Peter Cave Neville (a 38-42) 2006
DALY, Ralph Hinshelwood (a 38-42) 24th September 2006
DUDLEY, Edward Alick Rex (a 96-01) March 2006
ELVERY, Stephen Shawn (a 36-40) 2006
FAWCETT, Richard William (a 79-84) 28th July 2006
FLOWER, James John Maurice (g 41-45) 14th June 2006
FORD-YOUNG, Alastair (h 47-51) 7th November 2006
GODDARD, Frederick Paul Preston (Governor, 69-87) 
22nd October 2006
GOODDEN, Mark Culliford (a 25-31) 23rd March 2006
HAGART-ALEXANDER, Claud (Sir Claud Bt) (d 41-45) 
23rd January 2006
HILL-SMITH, Derek Edward (g 36-41) 21st October 2006
HOLMAN, Christopher Rushbrooke (g 39-42) 8th April 2006
HUMPHREY, Robert David (h 48-52) 20th December 2005
HUNTER, John Desmond Fellowes (d 42-47) 22nd September 2006
JEFFERIES, John Michael Christopher (a 68-72) 26th January 2006
JERVIS, Ronald James George (Viscount St Vincent) (d 20-23) 
August 2006
KENT, Peter Jan (h 41-45) 7th August 2006
LANE, Charles Roger Tyssen (a 21-25) 1st April 2006
McEVOY, Sean Patrick (a 00-05) 2nd November 2006
MEAKIN, Richard Spurrier (d 33-33) 6th May 2006
MOORHOUSE, Edward Charles (f 85-90) 10th November 2006
NETTLETON, Gordon (c 34-36) September 2006
NEWMAN, Hubert Edward Hussey (h 38-42) 22nd August 2006
NOURSE, John (d 36-40) 3rd January 2006
ROUSE, Anthony Edwin (Staff 64-96) 6th January 2006
SCOTT, Ian Alexander (h 41-45) 15th April 2006
SIM, Ian George Townsend (h 41-45) 21st August 2006
TABUTEAU-HARRISON, David Wallis (d 28-33) February 2006
TAYLOR, Douglas William Bulpin (d 57-61) 15th November 2006
TOEMAN, Edward Armand (a 39-43) 2006
WADDINGTON, Alexander John (d 38-40) 30th December 2005
WAKELY, John Howard (f 38-43) 3rd April 2006
WARREN, Paul Timothy (f 57-62) 5th May 2006
WARREN, Pelham Laird (f 24-29) 13th December 2006
WAUGH, Andrew Alexander (a 47-51) 26th June 2006

In Memoriam
This bench was kindly presented to the Art School

by the family of Martin Bowdler
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Tony Rouse (Staff 1964-1996)
The address given by Ian Davies (former member of Staff) at Tony’s funeral

May I take us back to the late 60s, and across the Channel to the Loire Valley.  I had been invited

to join a canoeing trip, camping on the banks of the river at Amboise. One evening, I am

dispatched to the local general store to purchase a varied selection of flavoured yoghurts for the

weary and hungry canoeists.

I arrive at the shop with my well rehearsed ‘franglais’, and confidently request my yoghurts. The assistant smiles

. . . “Oui monsieur”, and disappears to the rear of the store, reappearing moments later with a small packet of

black shoe laces.  Perplexed, unable to explain in French that I did not require shoe laces of any colour, and

anyway I only wore slip on shoes, I take the easiest route out of my predicament, purchase the black shoe laces

and return to camp without the yoghurts, wondering what had gone wrong.  Tony, of course had set up this

whole scene to the great delight of the entire party, and had prepared my ‘ignorance’ of French to perfection.

It was this sense of FUN that reflects the friend Tony that we are all here to be with and remember today.

Perhaps I might even get my own back.

Brought up in Tulse Hill in South London, Tony became a scholar at Christ’s Hospital, gaining an Exhibition to read Modern Languages at Christ’s College

Cambridge. This was followed with a brief spell teaching at King’s Rochester, before arriving at Sherborne in 1964.  He was one of a number of young bachelor

masters appointed by the Headmaster Robert Powell, known then as ‘Chief’.  This affectionate term of endearment reflected the somewhat dusty, but

nevertheless quaint, atmosphere hidden behind the cloistered walls of Sherborne School.  Cold showers, boaters, stiff collars, morning runs, gowns and yes .

. . even an occasional mortar board. It was into this atmosphere that Tony arrived in Sherborne.

Networking is a word of today but back then the camaraderie that surrounded this group of young staff proved to be more influential than they ever could

have imagined. Over time, much of the pomposity that surrounded Sherborne then, was blown away and the starch was literally removed, leaving a fresher

atmosphere that the boys both sensed and appreciated. Tony shared the Sanatorium flat in those early years with Andrew Yorke, another conspirator in this

attack on Sherborne’s quirky, pompous ways. Young masters grew older and more senior and perhaps more responsible, but change had taken place and Tony

was a part of that change.

Tony at this time was involved in many activities: weekends sailing at Arne with Andrew Yorke, canoeing trips in the holidays on both the Wye and Loire and

running the Photographic Society a hobby he sustained throughout his life. A lover of classical music, he joined Andrew on most of the Wednesday evening

concert visits to Bournemouth.  He produced plays in both Westcott and Lyon.  He invested quite heavily in a double bass, taught himself to play, and for a

while took great delight in being the ‘entire’ Bass section of the School Orchestra.  

Ideally we would like to include as many obituaries as possible in the OS Record, but constraints on space, and
the fact that we are bound by other publications’ copyright laws to publish obituaries in full, means that we have
had to establish firm guidelines.  As a result we only publish obituaries on members of staff, the Governing Body
and those OS who have dedicated a considerable period of their lives to the service of the School.

All other published OS obituaries are shown on the OSS website and are also available in hard copy from the
OSS office.  If you would like a copy of any of these, please do let us know.

Since the last publication of the Record, the following obituaries now appear in full on the OSS website 

www.oldshirburnian.org.uk   
Sir Claud Hagart-Alexander (d 41-45)  •  Mrs Jo Boissier  •  Ralph Daly (a 38-42)

Canon Paul Goddard (Governor 69-87)  •  Tony Rouse (Staff 64-96)
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He took on increasing responsibilities of tutoring, in

both Westcott and Lyon, eventually living in as

resident tutor with Peter Boissier in School House.

The laughter that rang out from the top floor tutor’s

flat was more than a match for the Abbey bells.

He succeeded Derek Bridge as Housemaster of

Harper in 1974. These were more serious and harder

years. There were however huge rewards, with the

success and achievements of the boys enriching the

daily routine of House life.  He was no doubt relieved,

however, to retire from the House in 1983 to his

home, The Firs. Tony was a very full-time

schoolmaster.  A full-time friend also, he enriched all

our lives, and for that we must be so thankful. 

Retirement came in 1996, and yes, there was now time

for the Ring Cycle, the odd crossword, and bridge

evenings with friends. It was also however a happy

time for travel with a number of house exchanges to

the USA and cruises to Alaska and the Nile Valley.

These were in the close companionship of Jan, one of

a small group of close friends. The George family

friendship has been continuous, with Tony always

interested in the progress and welfare of Peter and

Chris.  They, with other friends, particularly Jean, will

also have fond memories of house parties in Brittany,

and many other visits to various appellations in France.

He made a number of winter visits to family in New

Zealand, an arduous journey made on occasions with

his mother.

Tony recently returned to teaching, with a new and

wider circle of friendships drawn from his involvement

with the University of the Third Age, and was

saddened when this activity was curtailed by his

illness. There had grown, since retirement, a closer

relationship with the Abbey. Tony acted as

membership secretary to The Friends, as well as being

a challenging member of its congregation. 

He would not wish us to dwell on the difficulties of his

last eighteen months, but remained stoical and

positive throughout that trauma. Glimpses of

irritation, not unknown in Tony, should be forgiven.

His enjoyment of living made it easier for us to forget

how much illness surrounded him for so long.  

It has been comforting to his closest friends that in the

most recent days he was very much calmer in himself,

reminding us of those earlier days of fun. These are

the times Tony would wish us all to remember.

Canon Paul Goddard (Governor, 1969-1987)
Canon Paul Goddard, 82, will be remembered with fondness everywhere his “long and

wonderful life” took him, especially in the village of Polruan, Cornwall where, on 22nd October,

he died peacefully at home surrounded by his wife, Mary, and five of his six children.  

The son of a clergyman, Paul was educated at Haileybury and Jesus College, Cambridge where,

in 1942, he studied engineering under a RAF cadetship scheme. The war having ended just

after he completed his flying training in South Africa, Paul decided to follow his father into the

Church. He returned to Jesus College to finish his degree and trained for the Priesthood at

Westcott House.

His Ministry took him to Hertfordshire, New Zealand (where he was the first Ecumenical

Chaplain to the University of Canterbury) and Dorset where, before retiring to Polruan in 1987,

he spent eighteen years as Vicar of Sherborne. In his retirement, he filled in for local clergy, sang

in the Church choir and acted as Chaplain to the East Cornwall branch of the RAFA. Paul loved

people and his children remember every Vicarage in which they lived as being “full of people

and laughter and with an ever open door”. Although he took his calling seriously, it was laced

with humour and a tremendous sense of fun. His younger son, Hamish, remembers how, as a

typical teenager, he arrived down late for breakfast one Easter morning to find written on his

egg: “Christ is Risen; Hamish isn’t!”

A wonderful raconteur with a

God-given talent – not to

mention mission – to amuse,

whatever subject came up, Paul

would seize the opportunity to

launch into one of his legendary

stories. There were childhood

stories, school stories, ‘flying’

stories and, of course, ‘clerical’

stories such as the eccentric

woman undertaker who, after a

cremation, horrified Paul by

returning to the refectory table,

snatching a handful of ham

sandwiches, slapping them on her head and, whispering “Vicar, I have your tea and mine”,

leaving with them hidden under her black picture hat.

Then there was the pig he won at a fête which he insisted on having delivered to him live.

With the pig safely housed in an old air raid shelter with a trough made out of coffin off-cuts,

the local congregation were then invited to deposit their culinary failures in the bin marked PIG

placed at the garden gate. Paul christened the pig Abraham and the suppressed giggles from

the congregation every time Abraham was mentioned became a source of puzzlement to a

succession of visiting clergy. Abraham was eventually humanely dispatched at the Letchworth

Bacon Factory, Paul leaving twenty minutes later with a side of pork (a welcome addition to

post-war rations), the other side being left to be turned into bacon. There was scarcely a

moment in his entire life when Paul, a talented carpenter, wasn’t making something.  In his

younger days there was a succession of Mirror Dinghies, Wayfarers and rowing boats and in his

retirement, some exquisite dolls’ houses. When his declining health and near blindness meant

that it was no longer safe for him to handle his tools, he took to painting brightly coloured

pictures instead in a style he referred to as ‘early primitive’. “Adored by all” his Death Notice

read – a fitting Epitaph to the most lovable of men. 
© The Church Times
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D E Carey (b 27-31)
Is now Number Three in the US 90+ tennis

rankings. He recently represented the over

90s against a world team comprising

players from Argentina, France, Japan and

Mexico.

1940s
J N Arkell (d 37-41)
On the National Day of Celebration and

Remembrance, he represented the Dorset

Veterans at the Buckingham Palace lunch.

D J M Cornwell (John le Carré)

(h 45-48) 
The film of his highly acclaimed novel, The

Constant Gardener, was put forward for

many film awards, including several Oscar

nominations.  Ultimately, the film won an

Oscar, a BAFTA, three BIF Awards, and a

Golden Globe.

1950s
M C Cumberlege 
(d 52-56)
Has recently published

his twentieth volume

of poetry in Bruges,

Belgium, where he has lived since 1972.

(see publications)

D M Summerscale (h 50-56)
Former Master of

Haileybury and

Headmaster of

Westminster, he

has established

two new schools

in India. As an

independent one-

man adviser, his

work has taken

him to India, the Middle East, Mexico and

Sri Lanka.

M V Taylor (f 52-57)
After thirty-five years in the Royal Navy,

and a variety of jobs since then, he is now

retired and living in France.

P M Thompson (h 53-58)
On leaving the RAF, he worked for three

airlines before retiring in 1998.  “I now live

just to the east of Cambridge and find my

days are normally busy, but no longer very

productive!”

R N B Wood (a 56-59)
Has recently retired from his position as

Managing Director of BE (Centrica)

Services and Managing Director of the

Automobile Association, which British Gas

acquired under its wing some seven years

ago. 

1960s
A M David (a 64-69)
Was appointed in 2005

Managing Director of

Solid State Logic,

the world’s leading

manufacturer of audio

mixing consoles and associated signal

processing equipment.

T V Heald (g 57-62)
Having interviewed Prince Philip when

writing biographies on the Prince, he was

invited to feature in Giles Brandreth’s

programme ‘Philip and Elizabeth’, giving a

fascinating insight into the Prince’s

background and character.

J J Irons (b 62-66)
Won an Emmy Award for ‘Best Supporting

Actor’ in the Channel 4 mini series

Elizabeth 1st for his portrayal of Elizabeth’s

confidant, the Earl of Leicester.  He also

returned to the stage after a twenty year

absence to star as Henrik in Christopher

Hampton’s Embers. He recently took part

in a programme from the BBC’s genealogy

series, Who Do You Think You Are? 

P J Nahum (h 60-65)
Is a highly respected international Art

dealer, specialising in 19th and 20th century

paintings, drawings and sculpture.

S E K Purser (f 60-65)
Has retired from his position as Deputy

Chairman of McCarthy & Stone, the

retirement homes builder.

A H Robinson (a 61-65)
Is a family physician living in Vancouver –

he holds the rank of clinical Assistant

Professor in the Department of Family

Practice at the University of British

Columbia.

G J Still (d 60-65)
After 32 years living in Hong Kong – eight

in the Royal Hong Kong Police and twenty-

four in the financial services industry – he

is now adjusting to semi-retirement

continuing to live in Hong Kong.

J R A Young (m 63-68)
Is the owner of Mr Pracatan, ridden by

Andrew Hoy, who finished fifth in the

Burghley Three Day Event in September. 

1970s
R W Day (m 72-77)
Is semi-retired having operated R W Day &

Co in the City dealing in Japanese

warranties.

R S O’G Haly (a 74-78)
Having served a six month posting with the

US-led Corps HQ in Baghdad he returned

to a new job with the MOD in London in

July.  He is married with three daughters.

J B S Hubbard
(a 71-75)
“On July 20th 2006, I

registered my Civil

Partnership with my

partner of twenty

years. My OS tie

looked very smart in

the bright sunshine!”

C Lloyd-Jones (b 71-75)
Has taken the photographs for over thirty

cookery books, including Food of France

and Food of Italy.  He now works from a

studio in Sydney where he lives with his

wife and three children.

C W Lush (d 71-74)
In addition to writing biographies and

exhibiting regularly with the Perth Art

Association, he was invited to show some

work at the Kilbryde

Castle 2006 Spring

exhibition.  He continues

to write and paint and to

work as a field sports

instructor at Gleneagles

and Dunkeld House.  
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S R McCoy (a 75-79)
Is a journalist and newsreader

for the BBC working mainly

for the rolling news channel

BBC News 24 and occasionally presenting BBC

Breakfast and BBC1 weekend news bulletins.

Before joining the BBC, he presented many of

Sky News flagship programmes and was, for a

time, Royal Correspondent.  

P A Oborne (d 70-74)
Having been the political editor on The

Spectator since 2001, he has now become the

political columnist for The Daily Mail.

H M G Pope (a 73-77)
Lives in Istanbul, his base for nearly 20 years,

and is working on a new book about the Middle

East and doing freelance and consultancy work.

Last year he published his second book about

his travels through Central Asia. (See

publications)

A N Stock (b 73-78)
Held an exhibition of recent paintings in

December at the Square One Gallery in King’s

Road, London.  He also took part in this year’s

London Marathon raising money for the Adopt-

a-Minefield programme to help clear landmines

and support survivors.

1980s
R J Evans (now

Franklin) (e 79-81)
“Having left Morgan

Stanley in 2003 to

take some time out

and go sailing, I’ve

now well and truly

flushed the sailing

bug out of my system

(by skippering Jersey

Clipper in the 2005/6

Clipper Round The

World Yacht Race)

and am now firmly

ashore, taking an MSc in Environmental

Technology at Imperial College London. By an

amazing coincidence, Matthew Whittell, who

was in the year below me in Wallace, has just

graduated from the same course!”

A J H Hartley (e 78-83)
In addition to writing a column for

The Spectator, he also reports for

Channel 4’s Unreported World.  He

has completed a second series for BBC Radio 4

on Africa’s first fifty years of independent rule.

His first series, Plain Tales of the Commonweath

has been nominated for a Sony Radio Academy

Award.  Any OS visiting East Africa are invited

to get in touch.

R N Kerr (f 78-83)
He ran in the Paris Marathon and raised £2,800

for The Cancer Hospice, St Columba’s, in

Edinburgh.

N P N Lockwood (a 81-85)
Is in Afghanistan with the FCO acting as the

Public Information Adviser to the Government

of Afghanistan with a counter-narcotics brief.

D A G Madden (m 79-83)
Following two years at PJHQ (the UK’s

Operational Command HQ), he was posted to

BATUS, the British Army’s Training Centre in

Alberta, Canada, where his right-hand man was

E M Brain (a 80-85).  From March 2007, he

will be assuming Command of the

Northumbrian Universities Officer Training

Corps.

A B R Smith (f 78-83)
Having moved to Australia in 1994, he now

works for Investec, the South African and

London based investment bank and has recently

joined the board of Wotif.com Holdings Limited.

He has taken up Australian citizenship and lives

there with his wife and their two children.  

H R B Williams
(Bonneville) 
(d 77-81)
Played the part of  the

Prince Regent in

BBC4’s drama Beau Brummel opposite

Sherborne contemporary James Purefoy
(d 77-80) who played the title’s legendary

dandy. Hugh recently

played the part

of diplomat, Tony

Whittaker, in the BBC2

drama Tsunami, The

Aftermath.

D J Wrighton (h 83-88)
Became a citizen of Australia last year and

represented the country as an amateur

triathlete at two Olympic Distance World

Championship events.  He is currently ranked in

the top ten in Australia for his age-group

category.  Having been a vet, he decided to

follow his passion in life and opened Australia’s

largest tri-sport store called Total Triathlon.

1990s
J H K Adams (c 94-99)
Scored over 1,000 runs for Hampshire last

season and was awarded his County Cap by

Shane Warne.

J R Alderson (c 86-91)
Since February 2005, has been Vice-President

Legal at Engine Lease Finance Corporation, the

world’s leading independent lessor of large

commercial jet engines. The company’s

headquarters are in Ireland, where he lives with

his wife and two children.

J V Goodwin (b 85-90)
Having attended a staff course at the Defence

Academy at Shrivenham, he is due to remain in

Dorset for another two years via a short tour

“to somewhere hot, dusty and hostile”.

Thereafter he hopes to return to his regiment

before emigrating to Australia.

A B Hall (c 86-91)
Is a graphic designer

and now runs

his own company –

his clients include

Penguin Books, The

Pier, NESTA, the RSA

and M&C Saachi. He

offers career advice. 

www.we-made-this.com

T Kaneko (m 91-96)
He has been awarded a PhD by the University

of Cambridge for his thesis ‘The Arcminute

Microkelvin Imager (AMI)’ for his work

conducted at the Astrophysics Group in the

Cavendish Laboratory.

O P Kay (f 94-99)
Following a tough but

enjoyable year, he

graduated in April

from Sandhurst and

has joined the 1st

Battalion, The Princess

of Wales’s Royal

Regiment. Following a

tour of duty in Iraq

he has moved to

Paderborn in Germany

to be with his unit.
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Missing List
The list of missing OS is published on the
website.  Hard copy is available from the OSS
office on request.



J J Keeble (88-93)
Lives in Cambridge and is now Head of

Sustainability Services at Arthur D Little, the

global management consulting company.

A D Knibbs (c 91-96)
Having enrolled as a pilot at Oxford Aviation

Training Centre and achieving 94% in his

ground final examinations, he is now in

Phoenix, USA, learning how to fly.  On his

return in February, he will continue with his

exams until his graduation in June as a

commercial pilot.

A E M Lewis (f 90-95)
After Cambridge, he completed a PhD in

Computability Theory at Leeds and was awarded

an EPSRC Fellowship in Maths.  In 2005, he was

given a Marie Curie Fellowship at Siena

University, where he will be until 2007.  

A R W McClure (e 87-92)
Together with his wife, runs a cloud-forest

retreat located on the Eastern slopes of the

Andes. As well as hosting students on

placements, they offer a number of volunteer

programmes for those wishing to be more

involved with the local people.

www.magicroundabout.info 

C J Murray-Smith (b 85-90)
Works as a television editor on programmes

such as Gordon Ramsay’s F Word, Big Brother,

Property Ladder and Grand Designs, to name a

few.

A R Neill (e 88-93)
Is Head of the Asia Security Programme,

International Security Studies Department,

Royal United Services Institute (RUSI) since

May 2005

D D Perrin (m 88-93)
He is living in San Francisco working as an

analyst for an activist hedge fund. 

2000s
A E J Bunkall (d 95-00)
Is currently working as a reporter for ITV

News.

C T Cox (c 96-01)
He appeared in BBC 4’s

adaptation of the 1960s

science fiction series A

for Andromeda and, as

of July 2006, finished

shooting for the film

Stardust.

N J Francis (e 99-04)
Having completed his degree course in

Psychology at the University of Newcastle, he

will, as of October 2007, be taking up the offer

of a place at the American Academy of

Dramatic Arts in New York to study acting.

C W Pitt Ford (m 98-03)
Having rowed for Cambridge University

lightweights in the first Four, he is well placed

to qualify for the top Eight in the University

Boat Race.

C Q R Pushman (c 97-02)
Successfully completed the Barbados Marathon

in December 2005, raising over £3,300 for Get

Kids Going!  www.getkidsgoing.com 

N W V Southwell (c 99-03)
As well as being the current British Free-ride

Ski Champion, he helps run Southwell

Enterprises which is organising an expedition to

Kamchatka in Russia, to ski ‘first descents’ on

active volcanoes, and the British Big Mountain

Championships - he also helps run a production

company which has just launched its first film

Ski City.

www.southwellenterprises.com 

M O K Wright (e 97-02) and 
P A G Rodbard-Hedderwick (f 97-02)
In July, Pix and Miles entered the 2006

Mongol Rally with a 1986, 1 litre Suzuki.

After six weeks, 10,000 miles, eight

showers, crossing two deserts, five

mountain ranges and multiple breakdowns

in 11 out of 14 countries with no support

crew Pix and Miles completed the intrepid

journey from London to Ulaan Baatar

raising nearly £10,000 for charity. Details

can be found at www.teamaspiritus.org
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Honours
MADDEN, David Alexander Greville (m 79-83)

MBE

Commissions
CARROLL, James Alexander (c 98-00) 

Queens Dragoon Guards

LANE, Rupert Grenville Simon (b 96-01) 

Royal Green Jackets

KAY, Oliver Philip (f 94-99) 

The Princess of Wales’s Royal Regiment

KER, Graeme John (h 93-98) 

Royal Green Jackets

Promotions
MADDEN, David Alexander Greville (m 79-83)

to Lieutenant Colonel

OS Bursaries
The OSS operates the OS Charitable Trust which awards bursaries to sons of Old Shirburnians.  Application forms are available via the OSS Office.

Email Addresses
We currently hold around 2,000 OS email

addresses on the database as opposed to the

6,500 postal addresses. If any of you have an

email address that we may not yet have, or if

the address which we have is possibly

incorrect, we would greatly appreciate it if you

would contact us on:

oss@sherborne.org 
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Friends of Sherborne School (FOSS)
FOSS was founded in 2005 to enable past parents to keep in
touch with each other and the happenings of the School. It is an
arm of the Old Shirburnian Society and we have been most
gratified by the positive response that we have received from the
parents of both the 2005 and 2006 leavers. We hope that
membership will continue to grow and that, in the near future,
we shall have increased our membership to such a degree that we
will be able to host an event for FOSS members.

AGM and Accounts
The minutes of the OSS Annual General Meeting held on 13th
May 2006 are available via the OSS website. If you do not have
access to the website and require a copy of either the AGM
minutes or the audited accounts for the OS General Fund or the
OS Charitable Trust for the year ending 31st July 2005 approved
at that meeting, please contact the OSS Office who will happily
forward you a copy. 

1998 Data Protection Act
All data is securely held in the OSS/Sherborne School Foundation office and will
be treated confidentially and with sensitivity for the benefit of the Old
Shirburnian Society, Sherborne School, the Sherborne School Foundation and
their respective members.  The data is available to our international chapters,
School academic and administrative departments, recognised alumni, sports and
other clubs associated with the School, and to agents contracted by the above
for particular alumni-related projects. Data is used for a full range of alumni
activities, including the sending of Society, School and Foundation publications;
the promotion of benefits and services available to alumni, notification of alumni
events and of programmes involving academic and administrative departments.
Data may also be used by the Foundation in fundraising programmes, which
might include an element of direct marketing. Under the terms of the 1998 Data
Protection Act you have the right to object to the use of your data for any of
the above.

OS Merchandise
These items may be purchased from:

The Old Shirburnian Office
Sherborne School, Sherborne, Dorset DT9 3AP

Tel: 01935 810557/8  •  Fax: 01935 810551
Email: oss@sherborne.org 

Prices are correct at time of going to press

Each               P and P

Umbrellas £20.00 £3.50

Mugs £5.00 £1.00

OS Socks (town and country) £10.00 40p

The Sherborne Register £18.00 £2.50
(seventh edition, 1925-2000)

The following are available in 
silk and in both town and country colours:

Bow Ties £17.50 40p

Cravats £38.50 40p

Cummerbunds (S, M, L) £70.00 £1.00

Waistcoats (S, M, L) £112.50 £1.00

For those who wish to have garments made by their own tailor,
material is available at £45.00 per metre

OS Ties etc
The following may be purchased from:

Sherborne School Trading Ltd., The School Shop
Sherborne School, Sherborne, Dorset DT9 3AP

Tel: 01935 810506  •  Fax: 01935 810419
Email: schoolshop@sherborne.org

Each               P and P
OS Ties
Town – Silk £20.00 40p
Country – Silk £20.00 40p
Town – Poly £8.00 40p

School Crests
Painted on Oak Shield Approx 6” x 7” £29.50 £2.50

Pilgrims
Cricket Sweaters (pure wool) £62.50 £3.50
Cricket Slipover (pure wool) £55.00 £3.50
Rugby Shirts £30.00 £3.50
Rugby Socks £6.25 40p
Tie £8.00 40p

OS
Cricket Sweaters (pure wool) £62.50 £3.50
Cricket Slipover (pure wool) £55.00 £3.50

Cuff Links (School Crest) pair
Silver Gilt £59.99 £2.50
Nickel Gilt £49.99 £2.50
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Old Shirburnian Colours

Some time before the constitution of the OS Society there

was a set of colours in magenta, blue and yellow.  These,

supposedly based on the tincturing in the shield of the

Tudor founder, were certainly in use about 1890 and six years later

were officially adopted by the Society, and freely made up into

ties, caps and blazers. The effect was garish to say the least of it

(the blazer even earning the nickname of “Joseph’s coat”) and was

so unpopular that the OS Committee decided to give up any

attempt to base their colours on the School ones. Hence were

produced in 1904, the two shades of green divided by a white line.

It has been suggested that the new pattern was an attempt to go

back beyond the brilliant hues of the founder of 1550 – back to

the “clear stream amid the pasture and meadow” of St Aldhelm’s

time.  In 1923 a generally used variant was brought out.  1951 saw

a totally new pattern, red, blue and gold (double red to remind of

both Edward VI and George VI); this became an official alternative

in 1957.  
From A History of Sherborne School by A B Gourlay, (Staff 29-71)



OSS Committee
2006 – 2007

THE PRESIDENT
Richard Morgan

TRUSTEES
Charles Eglington,   Richard Green,   John Hargrove

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

FINANCE AND BURSARY SUB-COMMITTEE
Angus Cater (Chairman), Robin Brown (Hon. Treasurer)

John Hargrove (Trustees’ Representative), Simon Eliot (Headmaster)
Mike Weston (Staff Representative), David Masters (Co-opted)

John Harden (Secretary)

YEAR GROUP REPRESENTATIVES (MAIN COMMITTEE)
Staff Mike Weston

1937 – 1947     Sam Smart (a 41-45)
1958 Richard Warren (g 54-58)
1962 Mike Rearden (b 58-62)
1964 Richard Anderton (a 60-64)
1966 Charles Ouin (d 61-66)
1970 Angus Cater (c 65-70)
1980 Patrick Macintosh (h 75-80)
1981 Stephen Rees-Williams (h 76-81)
1983                   Ben Jeapes (h 78-83)
1988           Alasdair Vaux (g 83-88)
1992          Will Wingfield Digby (d 87-92)
1994 Will Hargrove (h 89-94)
1997 Balthazar Fabricius (e 92-97)
1999         Jonathan Morris (e 94-99)
2000 James Meeke (b 95-00) 
2001 Jimmy McKillop (m 96-01)

Tom Williams (f 96-01)
2002          David Hoey (h&d 97-02)
2003          Tom Fox-Davies (c 98-03)
2004          Edward Selfe (c 99-04)
2005          Tom Fineman (b 00-05)

David Kirk (a 00-05)
2006 George Densham (a 01-06)

If you need advice and your Year Group is unrepresented, please contact the
Secretary, John Harden, who will be pleased to discuss any ideas and offer
support.

T. 01935 810557/810558   F. 01935 810551   E. oss@sherborne.org

President
Richard Morgan

Chairman 
Hugh Archer

Secretary
John Harden

Hon. Treasurer
Robin Brown

Headmaster
Simon Eliot

Staff Representative
Mike Weston

Careers Representative
Charles Ouin

Pilgrims Representative
Richard Gould

OSGS Representative
Patrick Macintosh

OSSS Representative
Richard Anderton

Sherborne House
Representative
James Nurton

Chairman of Finance &
Bursary sub-Committee

Angus Cater

Category A
Representative

Stephen Rees-Williams

Category B
Representative 
Alasdair Vaux

Category C
Representative

Balthazar Fabricius

Category C
Representative

Jonathan Morris

www.oldshirburnian.org.uk

Pilgrims
These are the people to contact in the first

instance regarding the individual Pilgrims sports.

Some sports have match managers for

individual games or events, but overall

responsibility rests with the following:

Club information, Charles Eglington

T. 020 8946 3863(H)

E. charles.eglington@blueyonder.co.uk

Cricket
Charlie Warren

M. 07989 742908

E. chazwaz@hotmail.com

Cross Country
Angus Cater

T. 01306 746300 (0)

M. 07786 383755

E. angus.cater@sfs-group.co.uk

Fives
Nick MacIver

T. 020 7556 4457 (0)

M. 07786 260108

E. nickmaciver@yahoo.co.uk

Hockey
Jimmy Cheung

M. 07980 862284

E. jimmy@cheung100.freeserve.co.uk

Rugby
Richard Hattam

M. 07739 417899

E. rhattam@hotmail.com

Soccer
Don Cameron

T. 01935 813678 (H)

E. dbc@sherborne.org

Squash
Nick Lamb

M. 07720 772138

E. nickmlamb@yahoo.co.uk

Tennis
Tim MacIver

T. 020 7517 1018 (O)

M. 07880 555791

E. tim.maciver@intelliq.com

Golf
Howard Gill

T. 020 7863 8494 (0)

M. 07788 628678

E. hfgill@forsters.co.uk

Sailing
Nick Ware

T. 020 7493 7856 (0)

M. 07769 643359

E. nick.ware@chindit.co.uk
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